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Abstract

Biomineralization, the process by which living organisms generate minerals, has re-

cently gained interest as a pathway towards the green synthesis of crystalline mate-

rials under ambient conditions for energy and catalytic applications. Semiconductor

quantum dots are desirable for their size-tunable optical and electronic properties

but their commercial use is currently cost-limited due to the high temperatures and

stringent reaction conditions employed during synthesis. Biomineralization offers a

low cost, greener approach to synthesis as quantum dots are synthesized in the aque-

ous phase at ambient temperature and pressure. These nanocrystals are well suited

for biological applications as they are capped with DNA, amino acids, or short-chain

peptides. This work seeks to better understand the biomineralization of quantum

dots by Stenotrophomonas maltophilia through the study of proteins excreted in re-

sponse to high concentrations of heavy metals. One enzyme, cystathionine γ-lyase

(CSE), has been identified as playing the main role in both catalyzing mineraliza-

tion and controlling growth by continuously generating a reactive sulfur species, H2S,

from the amino acid L-cysteine. CSE was then isolated and utilized for the direct,

single enzyme synthesis of many types of metal chalcogenide nanocrystals. Specifi-

cally, we have prepared and characterized CdS, PbS, and CuInS2 nanocrystals using

CSE. Additionally, we demonstrate the biomineralization of core/shell quantum dots

1



(e.g. PbS/CdS and CuInS2/ZnS) using a sequential growth method. Tunable op-

tical properties are confirmed by absorbance and photoluminescence measurements.

HRTEM and HAADF are utilized to determine the size distribution and crystal phase

of the resulting nanocrystals, while single particle XEDS confirms the composition.

The functional properties of these materials are demonstrated by their incorporation

into quantum dot sensitized solar cells, as fluorescent markers for the bio-imaging

of cancer cells, and as a stable photocatalyst for H2 generation. Lastly, nanocrystal

biomineralization by CSE is studied in the context of classical theories for colloidal

particle nucleation and growth to better understand the effect of synthesis parameters

on the resultant quantum dot populations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Semiconductor quantum dots or nanocrystals have many unique optical and electronic

properties which make them desirable for use in solar cells, photocatalysis, LEDs, and

bio-imaging. However, quantum dots have yet to be used commercially on a large scale

due to costly synthesis routes that require toxic chemicals and high temperatures or

pressures.[3] Additionally, most bio-applications require quantum dots in the aqueous

phase or in biologically relevant buffers. While several groups have attempted aqueous

synthesis of quantum dots with some success most still require high temperatures or

the addition of a strong reducing agent to achieve crystallization.[4, 5]

Biomineralization is the process by which organisms make crystalline materials for

various functions and structural support. While this was first observed and studied in

entire organisms, the existance of biomineralization pathways that consists of organic

biomolecules capable of synthesizing and templating crystal growth have recently

been discovered.[6] Many groups have now looked towards biomineralization as an
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aqueous, green route to synthesis of crystalline materials for energy and catalysis

applications. In particular, quantum dots synthesized using biological routes are

beneficial for bio-imaging applications, which require nanocrystals that are stable in

biologically relevant buffers. While several groups have studied the biosynthesis of

quantum dots using both organisms and isolated proteins, little work has been done to

understand the synthesis mechanism of biomineralization or to improve upon it from

a biological standpoint. Improvements to nanoparticle stability and optical properties

are needed before biomineralized quantum dots can be used commercially.

This work first studies the biomineralization of metal chalcogenide quantum dots

by the bacteria Stenotrophomonas maltophilia (SMCD1). Next, the pathway to min-

eralization is studied by examining cystathionine γ-lyase (CSE), one of the enzymes

associated with quantum dot biomineralization by SMCD1. Both SMCD1 and CSE

can synthesize several types of metal sulfide nanoparticles, such as CdS, PbS, and

CuInS2, without further modification, demonstrating the generality of the synthe-

sis mechanism. Additionally, the ability of CSE to form core/shell structures such

as PbS/CdS and CuInS2/ZnS, improves the optical properties of the as synthesized

quantum dots under the same ambient conditions. The nanocrystals are all synthe-

sized with size-control and optical properties consistent with quantum dots produced

using traditional chemical synthesis techniques. The functional properties of the

biosynthetic quantum dots are demonstrated by using them in various applications;

quantum dot sensitized solar cells, bio-imaging of cancer cells, and as photocatalysts.
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1.2 Background

1.2.1 Quantum Dots, Quantum Confinement and the Origin

of Optical Properties

Quantum dots are semiconductor nanocrystals, often only 1-10 nm in size, that have

optical properties that differ from the corresponding bulk semiconductor material due

to their small size. Typically, these nanocrystals are only 10-50 atoms and can be

considered as a species that exists between molecules and bulk crystals. Molecules are

only made up of a few atoms, and their electron binding can be described as discrete

energy states or binding orbitals. A bulk crystal, on the other hand, has many

atoms and electron interactions, and these energy levels overlap and form valence

and conduction bands.[4, 7, 8]

The bandgap, or the spacing between these two bands, is a constant for each

material when the radius of the crystallites is equal to or larger than the Bohr radius.

The Bohr radius is a physical constant and was originally used to describe the most

probable distance between an electron and a proton in a hydrogen atom. Thus, the

Bohr radius of a semiconductor material would be the most probable distance between

an electron and the nucleus. If the electrons are confined to an orbit which is smaller

than the Bohr radius, quantum confinement occurs. When the electrons are confined

spatially, the separation between the valence and conduction bands of the crystallite

increases. Thus, the stronger the quantum confinement, the larger the band gap.[8]

This phenomenon causes fluorescence in the UV, visible, or infrared range. The

energy of the emitted light depends on the band gap of the material and the amount

of quantum confinement. For example, 2 nm CdSe quantum dots will fluoresce blue
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light while 6 nm CdSe quantum dots will fluoresce red light. Therefore, the optical

properties of a solution of quantum dots can be controlled by tuning the crystallite

size.[9]

1.2.2 Traditional Quantum Dot Synthesis Techniques

Quantum dots can be prepared using several techniques. Originally, quantum dots

were prepared using lithography or epitaxially grown by molecular beam epitaxy or

metal-organic chemical vapor deposition techniques. However, these techniques do

not produce free nanocrystals as the quantum dots are attached to a substrate or

embedded into a matrix. The development of colloidal routes to nanocrystal growth

solved this problem by implementing wet chemistry techniques, resulting in solutions

of free quantum dots.[9]

One commonly studied colloidal synthesis route is known as hot injection, and was

first demonstrated by Murray et al.[3] In this technique, metal precursors are swiftly

injected into an organic solution at high temperature. This causes the rapid formation

of monomer precursors in solution which provide a favorable environment for crystal

nucleation and growth. The crystallites are stabilized by the addition of hydrophobic

surfactants which bind preferentially to the crystal surfaces. Organic solvents are

used so that elevated temperatures can be employed to obtain high crystallinity and

specific crystal phases. Additionally, the organic solvents also play a role in controlling

growth rate by binding dynamically to the quantum dots.

A disadvantage of the hot injection synthesis route is the use of organic solvents,
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high temperatures, and often inert atmosphere. Specifically, the use of organic sol-

vents results in hydrophobic quantum dots that cannot be used in biological applica-

tions without capping exchange to allow resuspension in a biologically relevant buffer.

This phase transfer step typically reduces the fluorescent properties of the quantum

dots. To avoid this, many groups have begun studying the aqueous synthesis of

quantum dots.[4, 5] By synthesizing quantum dots directly in water, no phase trans-

fer step is necessary and less toxic precursors are required. Typical aqueous synthesis

of quantum dots consists of mixing reacting metal ions and a chalcogenide precursor

in a solution with a stabilizing hydrophilic ligand. Generally, soluble metal salts such

as acetates, chlorides, perchlorates, and nitrates are used as a metal precursor. Reac-

tive sulfur is easily obtained by the addition of Na2S, but can also be derived from the

decomposition of thiourea or thioacetamide. Se2- and Te2- are more difficult to obtain

and are often supplied by H2Se and H2Te derived from corresponding precursors.[7]

Compared to traditional colloidal synthesis, aqueous synthesis results in slower

nucleation and growth of the nanocrystals. This allows smaller quantum dots and

even ’magic size’ clusters of atoms to be formed. These smaller crystallites have

stronger quantum confinement and expand the achievable fluorescence range of quan-

tum dots. A disadvantage of this slower growth process is that a perfect arrangement

of atoms in the crystallite is more difficult to obtain. This can be remedied by using

higher synthesis temperatures or microwave irradiation. However, these techniques

will increase the cost of synthesis and limit scale up.[4, 8]
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1.2.3 Expected Optical Properties

As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, the optical properties of nanocrystals result from

quantum confinement of the electron-hole pairs, or excitons. The confinement causes

an increase in band gap with decreasing size of the nanoparticle. Optically, this can

be observed by measuring the absorbance of a solution of quantum dots. As the

band gap shifts, the absorption onset will blue shift. This onset is usually a sharp

peak and corresponds to the lowest excited state of the quantum dots. The position

is determined by the band gap, but the intensity and width are determined by the

concentration and size distribution of quantum dots in solution, respectively.[7]

Similarly, photoluminescence or fluorescence blue shifts with increasing band gap.

The origin of fluorescence is a result of the relaxation of an excited electron from

the conduction band down to the valence band. The relaxation energy is emitted

as light with energy corresponding to the band gap. The actual maximum value of

the photoluminescence spectrum is typically shifted 10-20 nm when compared to the

excitonic peak from the absorbance spectra. This phenomenon is known as the Stokes

shift and results from the structure of the exciton energy levels within the quantum

dot.[10]

An important measure of quality for quantum dots is the quantum yield, which

represents the efficiency of emission. Essentially, the quantum yield is a ratio of

the number of emitted photons to the number of absorbed photons. This shows

how many excited electrons relax via the radiative pathway verses other nonradiative

pathways resulting from trap states on the surface. Trap states are extremely common

in quantum dots because they have such large surface to volume ratios. They can

be passivated by improving the capping agent, or more favorably, by growing an
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inorganic shell over the core quantum dot.[10]

1.2.4 Material Characterization Techniques

In addition to characterizing quantum dots optically, material characterization tech-

niques provide structural information about the crystallites. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

is commonly used to determine the crystal structure of powders and can also be used

to analyze dried quantum dot samples. Peak broadening occurs due to the random

orientations of the crystallites, causing diffraction from various crystal planes. The

destructive interference, which would typically yield a sharp peak for a bulk crystal-

lite, is reduced and the peak is broadened. By using the Debye-Scherrer formula, an

approximate crystallite size can be calculated by using the full-width half-maximum

of the broadened peaks.[11, 12]

Another important technique for quantum dot characterization is Transmission

Electron Microscopy (TEM). This type of microscope is critical for surpassing the

traditional resolution limit of light microscopes. By utilizing electrons, the structure

of objects on the nanoscale can be resolved. High resolution TEM (HRTEM) allows

the imaging of single atoms, which can be used to determine crystal structure and

size. Additionally, the use of a Scanning TEM (STEM) and a High Angle Annular

Dark Field (HAADF) detector allows the visualization of different atomic weights of

atoms that are present in the sample. Using STEM also allows mapping or line scans

of X-ray Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (XEDS). XEDS is a method that detects

x-rays which are generated from the electron interactions with the atoms as they pass

through the sample. Each element will emit a characteristic x-ray, allowing elemental

composition of a material to be detected.[13]
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1.2.5 Alloyed and Core/shell Quantum Dots

The most commonly used materials for quantum dots are II-VI semiconductor com-

pounds. These are typically cadmium or zinc chalcogenides that have emission in

the visible range. In order to access the NIR range, more groups are looking to-

wards IV-VI type materials, such as Pb chalcogenides. Another materials group that

has gained interest for medical applications are II-V compounds, which use nontoxic

elements such as In or Ga.[10]

In addition to binary systems, which tune emission using size control, alloyed or

ternary compounds yield optical tuning through composition control. Some early

examples were demonstrated with CdZnS, CdZnSe, and CdSeS. Recently, work has

been focused on CuInS2 and CuInSe2, which give tunable optical properties in the

visible range while remaining nontoxic.[14, 15]

One method for improving optical properties is the growth another semiconductor

shell on top of an already synthesized core. The growth of a shell can improve quantum

yield by the passivation of surface defects on the crystal surface, or from a change

in the electronic structure of the two materials, resulting in trapping of the electrons

within the core. Typically, the shell material must have a similar crystal structure and

small lattice mismatch to promote crystal growth on the surface of the pre-existing

quantum dot.[8, 10]

The shell can be grown two ways; epitaxially on the surface of the quantum dot,

increasing overall size, or by cation exchange of the metal ions, resulting in quantum

dots of the same size. Epitaxially grown core/shell quantum dots are typically made

of CdSe/ZnS or similar II-VI semiconductor materials. Cation exchange has been

observed for PbS/CdS core/shell systems as well as CuInS2/ZnS systems.[16, 17]
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Cation exchange is more likely to occur when the core material is more labile than

the shell material.[18]

1.2.6 Applications of Quantum Dots

Quantum dots are ideal for many types of applications due to the wide variety of

materials available for synthesis, large range of emission properties, and compatibility

as a result of surface capping. The most developed application in industry are for

display technologies, such as televisions. Quantum dots are also suitable to serve

as lasers or detectors, especially for the NIR range.[19] Several groups have studied

quantum dots for use in catalysis applications, such as water splitting for hydrogen

generation. [20]

Another application which is better suited for biomineralized quantum dots in

particular is bio-imaging. Many groups have shown that quantum dots can be conju-

gated to antibodies and used for fluorescent assays or cell labeling. Using nanocrystals

offers advantages over traditionally used fluorescent dyes because they can be excited

at wavelengths much lower than the emission wavelength, and have a high resistance

to photobleaching. Additionally, nanocrystals of two different sizes could be used to

tag different parts of the cell and then be excited by the same wavelength of light.[9]

Other groups have used the quantum dots in vivo by targeting specific organs

in mice. One concern for biomedical applications are the toxicity of quantum dots.

Typically, quantum dots used in these studied have a nontoxic ZnS shell, or more

preferably, are made of nontoxic materials such as CuInS2.[21]
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1.2.7 Biomineralization of Quantum Dots

Biomineralization is the process living organisms use to generate minerals.[6] These

minerals are usually generated for structural support or for a mechanical purpose.

Some common examples of organisms that utilize biomineralization are sponges,

corals, and crustaceans, who form CaCO3, unicellular eukaryotes, such as diatoms

and radiolarians, that form biosilicate cell walls, and Magnetotatic bacteria that use

iron oxide nanoparticles for alignment to the Earth’s magnetic field.[22] While most

examples of biomineralization from nature are observed from entire organisms, the

pathway of mineralization can be studied and potentially isolated for independent

use. In many cases, the materials are formed under the influence of organic macro-

molecules produced by the organisms, such as proteins, carbohydrates and lipids.

Determining the enzyme or biomolecule responsible for mineralization could lead to

a new, low cost synthesis route towards functional materials.

Recently, biomineralization has gained interest as a method for synthesizing quan-

tum dots under biological conditions, i.e. physiological pH and ambient tempera-

ture/pressure. Semiconductor nanocrystal biomineralization was first identified in

organisms which have detoxification mechanisms against heavy metals.[23, 24, 25]

Several yeasts [23, 26], bacteria [25, 27, 28], and even higher order organisms such

as earthworms [29] have demonstrated the ability to generate metal chalcogenide

nanocrystals when exposed to low concentrations of heavy metals such as Cd or Pb.

Additionally, several groups have also studied quantum dot templating in water us-

ing biomolecules, such as DNA [30, 31], amino acids [32], or short length peptides

[33, 34] to stabilize quantum dots in the aqueous phase. However, these methods

still require the addition of a reactive precursor and lack size control of the resultant
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nanoparticles.

1.2.8 Directed Evolution of S. maltophilia and Identification

of CSE

The organism studied for quantum dot synthesis in this work is S. maltophilia. This

bacteria was chosen due to a known resistance to heavy metal toxicity.[24, 25] Biomin-

eralization by S. maltophilia was first achieved with the synthesis of CdS nanocrystals

by Yang et al. and will be briefly described here.[35] S. maltophilia was iteratively sub-

cultured on media containing low concentrations of cadmium. A variant was selected

that could tolerate >1mM cadmium concentrations and showed visible fluorescence

when excited with UV light. The selected colonies (SMCD1) were then incubated

with Cd2+ and L-cysteine, an amino acid containing a thiol group, in Tris-HCl buffer.

The resulting solutions showed absorbance and fluorescence in the visible range that

was only present when all four precursors were in solution and was consistent with

the formation of CdS quantum dots. TEM images confirmed the crystallinity of the

quantum dots and the crystals fit to either the wurzite or zinc blende phases of CdS;

there was not an observed majority crystal phase for the entire population of quantum

dots. XEDS of a single particle confirms the presence of Cd and S.

After removing SMCD1 using centrifugation, the supernatant retains optical prop-

erties indicative of quantum dots, demonstrating an extracellular quantum dot growth

mechanism. Additionally, removing SMCD1 during biomineralization does not stop

quantum dot growth but does reduce the rate of synthesis. These observations sug-

gest an enzymatic route to synthesis. Enzymes associated with the biomineralized

quantum dots were isolated using an SDS-PAGE gel (shown in Figure 1.1). Bands
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corresponding to proteins which are associated with the lyophilized quantum dots

were cut from the gel and sent to be analyzed by electrospray ionization mass spec-

troscopy (ESI-MS). A putative cystathionine γ-lyase (CSE) was identified from the

band at 42 kDa. CSE is known to catalyze the decomposition of cysteine to H2S,

which could then be used as a reactive precursor for quantum dot growth.

Figure 1.1: Protein gel of recombinant CSE (lane 2) and a concentrated quantum dot
solution synthesized by SMCD1 (lane 3). Several bands are shown in addition to a
band correlated to smCSE.

1.2.9 Single Enzyme Biomineralization of CdS using CSE

The identified CSE enzyme from SMCD1 biomineralization was independently ex-

pressed in E. coli using recombinant DNA by Dunleavy et al. Recombinant smCSE
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was capable of synthesizing CdS quantum dots independently of any other peptides

present in solution. CSE come from a class of enzymes known to turn cysteine over to

H2S. This was hypothesized to be the mechanism of quantum dot synthesis and was

confirmed by monitoring the generation of H2S in solution by a lead acetate assay.[36]
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Chapter 2

Experimental Details

2.1 Biomineralization of Quantum Dots Using

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia (SMCD1)

Quantum dot biomineralization was initially developed using an engineered strain of

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia (SMCD1).[36] This strain was engineered for cadmium

tolerance from a wild-type by directed evolution. This same strain was then utilized

for PbS and PbS/CdS core/shell quantum dot growth without any further evolution.

SMCD1 was sub-cultured into 100 mL of lysogeny broth and grown for 12 h at 37

◦C with shaking. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 minutes

and re-suspended in aqueous Tris-HCl buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.5).

CdS Quantum dot growth was performed by preparing an aqueous solution of

cadmium acetate (1 mM, Alfa Aesar Puratronic, 99.995% metals basis), L-cysteine,

and SMCD1 (OD600=0.5) in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5). The solutions were incubated

at 37 ◦C with shaking for 30 minutes and then centrifuged for 5 minutes at 8000 rpm
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to remove SMCD1 from solution. The solutions were further incubated at 37 ◦C for

up to 6 hours. CdS growth continues during this incubation phase due to the presence

of a γ-cystathionine lyase enzyme (CSE) produced by SMCD1 in response to heavy

metal toxicity stress.

For PbS particle growth, an aqueous solution of lead acetate (1 mM, Alfa Aesar

Puratronic, 99.995% metals basis), L-cysteine (8 mM, Spectrum Chemicals, 99.55%)

and Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5) was chilled on ice prior to addition of re-suspended

SMCD1 cells (OD600=0.5). The solution was kept on ice during growth. Following

incubation for 5 mins, the cells were removed by centrifuging the solution at 8000 rpm

for a further 5 mins. The supernatant was then collected and kept at 18 ◦C for a series

of prescribed time periods. For CdS shell growth, as grown PbS QDs in the aqueous

phase were further concentrated using centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 10 minutes.

The supernatant was discarded and the particles re-suspended in an aqueous solution

of L-cysteine (8 mM). Cadmium acetate (1 mM, Alfa-Aesar Puratronic, 99.999%

metals basis) and tetramethylammonium hydroxide (5 mM, Alfa Aesar, 98%) were

added and the solution was incubated at 37 ◦C for 18 h.

2.2 Identification of Cystathionine γ-Lyase in So-

lution

In order to confirm the identity of CSE, a synthesized batch of nanocrystals was di-

alyzed against DI water for 24 hours, lyophilized and the proteins associated with

purified PbS nanocrystals directly identified from dried samples via electrospray ion-

ization mass spectrometry. Both CdS and PbS quantum dots were tested to confirm
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the same enzyme is associated with both types of nanocrystals.

2.3 Expression and Purification of Recombinant

CSE

A putative form of the S. maltophilia CSE identified from the mass spectrometry

results was optimized with E. coli codons (Smal 0489 Genscript), subcloned into

pET28a (+), and transformed into BL21. The enzyme was then produced using typ-

ical expression protocols. In summary, the transformed BL21 cells were subcultured

into 200 mL of lysogeny broth with 50 µg/mL Kanamycin antibiotic and grown at

37 ◦C for 12-24 hours. The BL21 cells were then resuspended in fresh lysogeny broth

with 50 µg/mL Kanamycin and 1 mM IPTG to induce expression. The expression was

performed at 20 ◦C for 10 hours. Following expression, the BL21 cells were harvested

using centrifugation at 3000 x g, resuspended in lysis buffer (10 mM imidazole, 100

mM HEPES, 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol), and sonicated on ice at 12W for 10 sec-

onds on/10 seconds off. The enzyme containing supernatant was separated from cell

debris using centrifugation and then purified using immobilized metal affinity chro-

matography (IMAC). The IMAC column contained Ni-NTA chelating sepharose (GE

Healthcare) and the cell lysate was eluted using increasing concentrations of imida-

zole buffer (20 mM HEPES, 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 10-500 mM imidazole).

CSE was stored in imidazole buffer until use.
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2.4 Single Enzyme Biomineralization of CdS Quan-

tum Dots using CSE

CdS quantum dots were synthesized by the single enzyme cystathione γ-lyase (CSE)

as previously reported. [36] In summary, CSE was overexpressed using recombinant

E. coli and purified using ionic metal affinity chromatography (IMAC). Quantum

dot synthesis was initiated by combining 1 mM Cd acetate (Alfa Aesar,99.999% Pu-

ratronic), 8 mM L-cysteine, and 0.05 mg/mL CSE in 0.1 M Tris-HCl (pH 9). The

solutions were incubated at 37 ◦C for 4-5 hours until an absorbance peak of 380 nm

was obtained. Following growth, the CdS quantum dot solutions were subjected to

purification to remove any unreacted cadmium acetate from solution. Purification was

performed by either dialysis (Snakeskin, MWCO 3500 kDa) against 2 mM L-cysteine

in 0.05 M Tris-HCl (pH 9) to retain colloidal stability, or by several successive rounds

of centrifuge filtering and resuspension in 2 mM L-cysteine, 0.05 M Tris-HCl (pH 9).

2.5 Single Enzyme Biomineralization of CuInS2

Quantum Dots using CSE

CuInS2 quantum dot were synthesized using a two-part incubation process. First,

indium nitrate (4 mM, Alfa Aesar Puratronic), L-cysteine (16 mM, Spectrum Chem-

icals, 99.55%), and CSE (0.1 mg/mL) in Tris-HCl buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.5) were in-

cubated for 2-6 hours at 37 ◦C. After verifying the presence of a 290 nm peak in

the absorbance spectrum, which indicates the formation of <1 nm In-S2- clusters,

copper acetate (2 mM, Alfa Aesar Puratronic, 99.99%) was added to solution. The
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solution immediately turned yellow, orange, or red, depending on the size of the

nanocrystals formed in solution. Some samples were grown with glutathione (10 mM,

Spectrum Chemicals) from the initial incubation of indium, cysteine, and CSE to

improve nanocrystal stability.

Subsequent ZnS shell growth was performed by adding zinc acetate (2 or 4 mM,

Alfa Aesar Puratronic) to the unpurified CuInS2 solution after 1 hour of incubation

at room temperature. The solutions were then left to incubate at room temperature

for 1-16 hours.

2.6 Phase Transfer of Biomineralized Nanocrys-

tals to the Organic Phase

Phase transfer of the as-prepared quantum dots from aqueous to organic solvents

was performed following the procedure developed by Gaponik et al.[4] 5 mL of aque-

ous quantum dot solution was placed in a glass vial, followed by addition of 5 mL

1-dodecanethiol (DDT) and then 5 mL acetone. The mixture was then vigorously agi-

tated for 15 mins at 60 ◦C. After phase transfer, the organic phase was withdrawn and

mixed with an equal volume of toluene. Finally, the DDT capped nanocrystals were

precipitated with methanol and then resuspended in chloroform or tetrachloroethy-

lene for subsequent optical absorption and fluorescence measurements.
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2.7 Chemical synthesis of CdS

A solution of cadmium acetate (1 mM, Sigma-Adlrich, 99.999% metals basis) and L-

cysteine (8 mM, Spectrum Chemicals) in Tris buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.5, VWR) was placed

into a 4 mL cuvette with a stir bar. NaHS was then quickly pipetted into the cuvette

while stirring and allowed to react for 1 minute before removing from the stir plate for

measurement. Incubation of the solution was performed in an incubator at 37 ◦C with

shaking to ensure even mixing. The titration experiments were performed as above

with a few minor changes: the NaHS was added in 2 µM increments with 1 minute

of stirring between each addition. The solutions were kept at room temperature

throughout the experiment. UV-vis measurements were recorded after the addition

of every 10 µuM NaHS.

2.8 Graphene Oxide Synthesis

Graphene oxide was synthesized using the modified Hummers method.[37] Briefly, 20

g of graphite powder (Carbon Bay) was first preoxidized by mixing with a solution of

30 mL sulfuric acid (BDH, 96%), 10 g potassium peroxisulfate (Alfa Aesar, 99%), and

10 g phosphorous pentoxide (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%) preheated to 80 ◦C. The solution

was then slowly cooled to room temperature over 6 hours. The resulting preoxidized

graphite was then diluted, filtered and washed with DI water until the rinse water

reached a neutral pH. Oxidation was performed by adding the rinsed graphite powder

to a 460 mL solution of sulfuric acid cooled to 4◦C. Then, 60 g of potassium perman-

ganate (Alfa Aesar, 99.0%) was slowly added so that the temperature of the solution
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remained below 25◦C. The solution was then heated to 35 ◦C for 2 hours before di-

lution with 920 mL DI water. After 15 more minutes, the reaction was stopped by

adding an additional 2.8 L of DI water and 50 mL of hydrogen peroxide (BDH, 30%).

The resulting graphene oxide was filtered and washed with 5 liters of a 10% hydrogen

chloride solution (BDH, 37.6%) before being resuspended to a final concentration of

2 g/L. The GO was further purified by dialysis (Snakeskin, MWCO 3500 kDa) and

several iterations of centrifuge washing to completely remove any remaining acid.

2.9 Functionalization of GO by Poly-L-lysine and

Reduction via CSE

In order to facilitate the loading of CdS QDs, GO was functionalized with the linker

molecule poly-L-lysine (PLL, MW 30,000-50,000, Alfa Aesar) prior to reduction by

L-cysteine (Spectrum Chemicals, 99.7%) and CSE. Briefly, 0.5 g/L of purified GO

was sonicated on ice for 15 minutes. Then, 8 mg of PLL were added to a 10 mL

solution of GO (0.2 g/L) in 0.1 M Tris buffer (pH 9, VWR, 99.5%) and heated at 37

◦C for 2 hours. Next, either 10 mM L-cysteine or 10 mM L-cysteine and 0.4 mg/mL

CSE were added to the GO-PLL solution and incubated for up to 48 hours. The

partially reduced graphene oxide functionalized by PLL (rGOPLL) was then purified

by several rounds of centrifuging and resuspension in DI water to remove excess PLL

from solution.
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2.10 Functionalization of GO by Poly-L-Lysine and

Reduction via NaBH4

In order to facilitate the loading of CdS QDs, GO was functionalized with the linker

molecule poly-l-lysine (PLL, MW 30,000-50,000, Alfa Aesar) prior to reduction by

sodium borohydride (Sigma Aldrich) following the procedure of Shan et al.[1] Briefly,

0.5 g/L of purified GO was sonicated on ice for 15 minutes. Then, 8 mg of PLL and

10 mg of potassium hydroxide (Alfa Aesar) were added to a 10 mL solution of GO

(0.2 g/L) and heated at 70 ◦C for 24 hours. Next, 1 mL of 1 M sodium borohydride

was added and the solution was heated at 70 ◦C for an additional 2 hours. The

partially reduced graphene functionalized by PLL (rGOPLL) was then purified by

several rounds of centrifuging and resuspension in DI water to remove excess PLL

from solution.

2.11 Material Characterization Techniques

Optical absorbance measurements were performed using a Shimadzu UV-vis 2600

spectrophotometer equipped with an ISR-2600-Plus integrating sphere attachment.

Photoluminescence spectra were acquired with a QuantaMaster 400 (Photon Tech-

nology International) in the visible range and a Horiba Fluorolog-3 equipped with

a liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs detector in the near infrared range. Photolumines-

cence lifetime measurements were obtained using Horiba Fluorometer. To inhibit

further nanocrystal growth during aqueous photoluminescence measurements, each

sample was chilled on ice for 2 mins and the temperature controller was set to 5 ◦C.

Quantum yields (QYs) for CuInS2 quantum dots were measured using the standard
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reference dye Coumurin 153 with a QY of 0.5336. QYs for PbS quantum dots were

determined using the reference dye IR-26 in 1,2-dichloroethane.[38]

FTIR spectra were acquired using a Thermo Nicolet iS50 infrared spectrometer

equipped with a Mercury-Cadmium-Tellurium (MCT) liquid nitrogen cooled detec-

tor was used with a Harrick Praying Mantis diffuse reflection accessory and ZnSe

windows. All spectra were averaged over 96 scans at a resolution of 4 cm-1. Raman

spectra were obtained using an Alpha300RA confocal Raman microscope equipped

with a 532 nm laser and UHTS 400NIR spectrometer with a diffraction grating of

2400 lines/mm (Witec). Powder XRD measurements were performed on precipitated,

dried quantum dots using Cu Kα (1.5418 Å) radiation in a Rigaku Miniflex II diffrac-

tometer.

Samples used for transmission electron microscopy analysis were used as is, or

in the case of rGO-CdS composites, first purified by centrifuging and resuspending

in DI water to remove any unbound quantum dots. Samples suitable for electron

microscopy analysis were obtained by drop-casting diluted quantum dot solutions

onto a holey carbon coated grid and allowing the solvent to evaporate. The samples

were analyzed at 200 kV in an aberration corrected JEOL ARM 200CF analytical

electron microscope equipped with a JEOL Centurio XEDS system.

2.12 Solar Cell Fabrication

Solar cell structures were fabricated on fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass

slides (Sigma Aldrich, 7 Ω/sq) that were cleaned by a three stage process. Firstly,

by sonication in a 50:50 ethanol-to-acetone mixture, secondly, by sonication in a 1:10

Contrad 70 soap to DI water solution, and finally, by sonication in 200 proof ethanol.
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The cleaned FTO substrates were then rinsed with 200 proof ethanol and blown dry

with N2. A TiO2 blocking layer was then deposited using a modified convective depo-

sition method described below.[39] The cleaned FTO substrate was held horizontally

and placed in contact with an inclined glass microscope slide touching at a 45◦ angle.

The lower side of the inclined glass slide was rendered hydrophobic using parafilm.

Next, 15 µL of a titanium (IV) butoxide precursor solution was placed in the wedge

formed between the FTO and glass slide, and the substrate was pushed using a linear

motor in order to spread the solution uniformly across the FTO slide. After depo-

sition, the material was annealed at 500 ◦C for 3 hours to form the TiO2 blocking

layer. Following this, a macroporous TiO2 layer was deposited onto a 1 cm2 area

of the FTO with TiO2 blocking layer using an opaque titania paste (Sigma Aldrich)

applied with the doctor blade method and then annealed at 500 ◦C for 1.5 h. The

PbS or PbS-CdS quantum dots were deposited onto the TiO2 electrode by a sequence

of 20 drop-casting/drying steps of the organic colloidal solutions. A gold anode was

deposited by the doctor blade technique on a cleaned FTO surface and annealed at

200 ◦C for 1 h. The solar cell structures were completed by sandwiching 15 µL of

0.5 M polysulfide electrolyte [40] between the TiO2-quantum dot substrate and the

anode using a parafilm spacer. The current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of

the solar cell were measured using a Gamry instruments electrochemical workstation

operating under AM 1.5 (100 mW/cm2) illumination conditions created by an ABET

Technologies (Model No. 10500) solar simulator.
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2.13 Bioimaging of THP-1 cells

Bioconjugates of quantum dots were formed using EDC and NHS crosslinkers. Prior

to performing the conjugation, the quantum dots underwent buffer exchange from

Tris-HCl to phosphate buffered saline (PBS) using successive concentration and re-

suspension via centrifugation filters (9K, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The EDC solu-

tion was prepared immediately prior to use to prevent hydrolysis. 10 µL of an EDC

solution (20 mg/mL, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 1 µL of NHS (20 mg/mL, Thermo

Fisher Scientific) were added to 100 µL of a concentrated CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot

solution. The solutions were briefly centrifuged to remove any precipitated nanocrys-

tals and then 100 µL of 151-IgG was added to the solution. 151-IgG or 151-8 AE4

was deposited to the DSHB by Hubbard, A. (DSHB Hybridoma Product 151-IgG or

151-8 AE4). The solutions were then incubated for 1 hr at 37 ◦C. THP-1 cells were

maintained at 37 ◦C under 5% CO2 in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% FBS.

THP-1 cells were deposited onto ibiTreat µ-Dishes (Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany),

treated with poly-L-lysine. These cells were then incubated with 50 µL of quantum

dot antibody mixture and incubated at 37 ◦C for 3 hours. The µ-Dish, containing the

THP-1 cells and quantum dot antibody mixture, was imaged using a Nikon C2si+

confocal microscope equipped with a LU-N4S laser unit and a 40× air objective (NA

= 0.95). The images were processed using Elements version 4.3, Nikons imaging

software suite, and Fiji. The cells were then washed twice with PBS buffer prior to

imaging. To check for cell viability in the presence of quantum dots, THP-1 cells were

incubated with 50 µL of the quantum dot antibody mixture and were maintained at

37 ◦C under 5% CO2 in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% FBS. Over a period of 6

hours, cell viability was measured every 20 minutes using a Trypan blue assay. Cell
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viability remained around 95-99% over the entire time period.

2.14 Preparation and testing of CdS-rGO photo-

catalysts

Conjugation of CdS QDs and rGOPLL was achieved by mixing various concentrations

of purified CdS QDs and rGOPLL solution to a final volume of 80 mL and allowing

them to incubate for 1 hour at room temperature. Prior to initiating the photore-

action, the as-prepared photocatalyst was degassed under vacuum for 1 hour in a

100 mL round bottom flask while stirring vigorously. Following the degas step, the

remaining head space was purged with N2 for 15 minutes to ensure no oxygen was

present within the reactor. The reactor was then sealed shut and positioned 20 cm

away from a 350 W Xenon lamp with a >420 nm UV cut-off filter. A 0.4 mL gas sam-

ple was obtained every hour through a septum and analyzed for hydrogen and oxygen

content by an in-line model 8610C gas chromatograph (SRI Instruments) equipped

with thermal conductivity and flame ionization detector.
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Chapter 3

Biomineralization of PbS and

PbS-CdS Core-Shell Nanocrystals

and their Application in Quantum

Dot Sensitized Solar Cells

3.1 Introduction

Previously, we demonstrated the ability of S. maltophilia to synthesize size controlled

CdS nanocrystals.[35] This chapter illustrates the generality of our method by showing

that the same strain of S. maltophilia can be used to produce PbS nanocrystals

without any further evolution. In addition, we are able to synthesize PbS-CdS core-

shell structures using this low temperature biosynthetic route without having to resort

to using a conventional chemical route to deposit the shell material.
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PbS nanocrystal quantum dots have a relatively large Bohr radius (18-20 nm)[41]

with an easily accessible quantum confinement region, which makes them highly in-

teresting for energy harvesting applications. The strong quantum confinement effects

displayed by sub-20 nm PbS particles leads to highly tunable band-gap energies that

can be several times greater than that of the bulk PbS material (0.41 eV). This

tunable band gap, when coupled with the smaller intrinsic line width exhibited by

nanocrystals significantly below the Bohr radius, can lead to enhancements in non-

linear optical properties.[41, 42] Such PbS nanocrystals are an ideal candidate for use

in quantum dot sensitized solar cells as they can be designed to absorb in the near

infrared, optimally harvesting light in the peak region of the solar spectral range.[43]

Additionally, PbS quantum dots are potential multi-exciton generators [44, 45] which

can be used to further improve solar cell efficiency by breaking the Shockley-Queisser

limit.[46] Core-shell morphology PbS-CdS nanocrystals are also of interest due to the

further enhancement of the non-linear optical properties they offer when compared

with the basic PbS core materials. For example, Neo et al demonstrated a significant

increase in free-carrier absorption upon growth of a CdS shell on PbS QD cores in

materials prepared by conventional methods.[47] Within a quantum dot sensitized

solar cell environment the PbS-CdS core-shell morphology was found to lead to an

increased electron lifetime, a decreased electron transit time and an increased photo-

stability through passivation of PbS surface defects. [48]
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3.2 Results and Discussion

Strain SMCD1 was originally evolved to produce CdS nanocrystals from aqueous

solutions of Cd acetate, L-cysteine in M9 minimal media at 37 ◦C.[35] Replacing

cadmium acetate in this preparation with lead acetate under the same concentration

and temperature conditions leads to formation of an opaque brown solution within

20 minutes. XRD analysis of the centrifuged and dried solid after 3 hours of growth,

Figure 3.1 a), shows a diffraction pattern consistent with the cubic rock salt phase of

PbS (JCPDS #5-592). This precipitate is only formed in a buffered aqueous solution

in the presence of strain SMCD1, lead acetate, and L-cysteine. Removal of any of

these components, including utilizing unbuffered de-ionized water, does not lead to

the formation of a brown precipitate. The solutions without all components present

appear turbid due to the optical density of the cell suspension (Figure 3.1 b). The

solution that does not contain L-cysteine is more opaque due to the formation of a

white precipitate, most likely Pb(OH)2, which forms due to the absence of L-cysteine

as the metal complexing agent. Note that the cells were not centrifuged from any of

these samples shown in Figure 3.1 b) during PbS growth.
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Figure 3.1: a) X-ray diffraction pattern obtained from the brown precipitate formed
after 3 hours at 37 ◦C in a tris buffered (pH 7.5) aqueous solution of lead acetate, L-
cysteine, and strain SMCD1. b) Matrix of reaction ingredients and the corresponding
photographs of solutions containing all components and those with one component
deliberately missing.
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The ability of the same strain of S. maltophilia to independently produce both

CdS and PbS nanocrystals clearly demonstrates its flexibility in synthesizing various

metal sulfide quantum dots. SMCD1 is therefore facilitating biomineralization of PbS

from solution in an analogous manner to that described in our previous reports of

CdS biomineralization. This observation is consistent with the known heavy metal

tolerance of S. maltophilia.[24]

The driving mechanism underlying this mineralization process is most likely through

the expression of a putative cystathionine γ-lyase (smCSE) previously found to be

associated with the extracellular biomineralization of CdS quantum dot nanocrystals

from SMCD1.[35] Cystathionine γ-lyases are a class of enzymes that catalyze the

production of H2S, NH3 and pyruvate from L-cysteine; we propose that the reactive

H2S thus generated leads to the mineralization of PbS. This concept of enzymatic

generation of reactive sulfur has been suggested in a number of prior studies focused

on CdS biomineralization, typically utilizing endogenous levels of sulfur-containing

biomolecules present in the cells.[23, 49, 50, 28, 51] In the present case, the addi-

tion of excess L-cysteine beyond endogenous levels provides both an abundant sulfur

source and a useful nanoparticle capping agent.[40, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]

The calculated crystallite size by the Scherrer equation for the data in Figure 3.1

is 7 nm. Modification of the synthesis procedure was necessary in order to access the

strong quantum confined size range with optical properties in the desirable near-IR

range.[57] Building on the hypothesis that biomineralization occurs via a cystathio-

nine γ-lyase catalyzed H2S generation from L-cysteine, and noting prior literature

demonstrating that a decreased supply rate of H2S results in a decrease in average
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PbS crystallite size during chemical synthesis [58], the biomineralization rate was de-

liberately lowered by reducing the rate of H2S generation. To achieve this goal, the

solution was placed on ice during initial nanocrystal nucleation and the SMCD1 cells

centrifuged from solution after 5 minutes of growth time. The aqueous centrifuged

supernatant was buffered at pH 7.5 and contained residual lead acetate, L-cysteine

and enzyme produced by the cells during the first 5 min of growth; removal of the

cells was implemented to halt production of additional enzyme and thus limit growth

rate. The temperature for subsequent nanocrystal growth in the centrifuge super-

natant was carefully controlled at 18 ◦C for a variety of time periods. The presence of

the expected cystathionine γ-lyase associated with the PbS nanocrystals was indeed

confirmed by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.2 shows a systematic series of photoluminescence spectra obtained from

the aqueous solution at various incubation time intervals between 15 and 95 minutes

following centrifugation and removal of the cells. The apparent photoluminescence

peak is seen to red-shift with increasing incubation time from 1040 nm after 15 mins

to 1135 nm after 95 mins. It should be noted, however, that the true maximum of

the fluorescence peak is obscured due to the overlapping absorption profile of water

in this region, as indicated by the dotted line in Figure 3.2. This unfortunate overlap

combined with the low concentration of PbS nanocrystals present inhibited our ability

to collect the corresponding absorption spectral data as a function of incubation

time. The peak luminescence positions and red-shift with increasing incubation time

are however entirely consistent with those expected for a gradual increase in the

average size of quantum confined PbS nanocrystals with increasing growth time.[41,

59, 60] The bulk direct band gap for PbS is 0.41 eV (3024 nm) and the excitonic
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Bohr radius is 18 nm, and reports suggest that strong quantum confinement effects

should occur for particles below 8 nm in diameter.[59] While we cannot determine

the absorption positions to obtain the direct bandgap, calculating a band gap and

thus nanocrystallite size from the photoluminescence peak wavelengths of 1040 nm

(1.2 eV) and 1135 nm (1.1 eV) leads to maximum mean particle diameters of ∼3.5

and ∼4.0 nm, respectively.

Figure 3.2: Photoluminescence spectra obtained from the aqueous PbS nanocrystal
solution as a function of incubation time at 18 ◦C. The observed red-shift of the
peak maxima with increasing incubation time is consistent with a gradual increase
in average nanocrystallite size within the quantum confined range. The dotted line
indicates the expected absorption profile for water.

The required time (<60 min) for our PbS nanoparticle formation is substantially

faster than any other report of PbS biomineralization which typically take 24 to 48

hours at physiological temperature.[61, 62, 63] This is because these prior studies

relied solely on utilizing the natural abundance of reactive sulfur generated in the cell

in response to Pb exposure. In contrast, in our work the engineered bacterial strain

SMCD1 expresses a putative cystathionine γ-lyase enzyme in response to exposure to
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the heavy metals present in solution. This cystathionine γ-lyase enzyme then actively

catalyzes H2S production from the excess L-cysteine added to the solution, leading

to a much more rapid biomineralization response.

In order to measure the absorption spectrum, the PbS nanocrystals grown in the

aqueous phase for 30 mins were phase transferred into chloroform with 1-dodecanethiol

as capping agent using the method described by Gaponik et al.[5] The resulting ab-

sorption and photoluminescence spectra, now free of water absorption artefacts, are

shown in Figure 3.3, and have maxima at 910 nm and 1080 nm, respectively, which are

fully consistent with that expected for quantum confined PbS nanocrystals of∼3.0 nm

in size.[41, 59, 60] The measured full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) for the photo-

luminescence peak from our biomineralized PbS nanocrystals is 144 nm. This FWHM

value is consistent with previous reports of biotemplated synthesis of PbS QDs.[64]

For example, Levina et al report a photoluminescence peak with FWHM of 135 nm

at 1060 nm, corresponding to 4 nm QDs.[65] In the absence of any size-selective pre-

cipitation steps, PbS QD chemical synthesis in the organic phase typically lead to a

FWHM of ∼100 nm.[66, 67] As with other QD materials, post-synthesis size selective

precipitation, which has not been attempted in our case, can significantly narrow the

particle size distribution and further improve the FWHM for photoluminescence.

The quantum yield (QY) of the PbS nanocrystals transferred to the organic phase

and capped with DDT varied with synthesis batch between 16 and 45%. This batch-

to-batch variation and the range of quantum yield is in agreement with previous

reports for QDs synthesized from chemically reactive precursors through traditional

high temperature approaches, where typical reported QY values range from 20% to

80%.[60, 66, 67, 68, 16, 69] To the best of our knowledge ours is the highest reported
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QY for any biomineralized PbS quantum dots. There are two previous reports of QY

values for bio-templated materials that are particularly relevant to the current study.

Firstly, Ma et al reported a QY value of 3.6% when utilizing luciferase to template the

chemical reaction between bound Pb2+ and Na2S.[64] Secondly, Levina et al reported

a QY value of 11.5% when using a DNA template and reactive precursors comprising

Pb2+ and Na2S.[65]

Figure 3.3: Absorbance and corresponding photoluminescence spectra of biominer-
alized PbS nanocrystals grown in the aqueous phase for 30 min following ligand
and phase transfer into chloroform. The sharp peaks in the absorbance spectrum
(black line) at 820 and 980 nm are artefacts from the instrument detector switch
and 1-dodecanethiol (DDT) ligands, respectively. The dip in the photoluminescence
spectrum (blue line) at 1150 nm is due to absorbance from chloroform.

The formation of quantum confined PbS nanocrystals by the biomineralization

route has been confirmed by STEM high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) imag-

ing and X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) of phase transferred materials.

Figure 3.4 shows representative electron microscopy data collected from nanocrystals

grown for 30 minutes; namely the same material for which optical characterization
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data are presented in Figure 3.3. The PbS nanoparticles are crystalline in nature,

exhibiting lattice spacings and interplanar angles consistent with the rock salt struc-

ture of PbS (Figures 3.4 a) & c), b) & d) and Table 3.1). The nanocrystals have a

somewhat irregular shape and are typically around 4.0-4.5 nm in diameter. This is

consistent with the PbS particle size deduced from analysis of the optical properties

shown in Figure 3.3. The XEDS spectrum obtained on a single nanocrystal, Figure

3.4 e), confirms the presence of both Pb and S atoms in the particles. Both the M

and L families of Pb are identified due to the overlap of the Pb Mα and S Kα peak

energies.
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Figure 3.4: a, b) HAADF-STEM images and c, d) corresponding FFT of 4.5 nm and
4.0 nm PbS nanocrystals viewed along the [112̄] and [110̄] projections respectively.
Lattice fitting of indicated planes is reported in Table 3.1. e) Representative XEDS
spectra acquired from a single biomineralized PbS nanocrystal (30 minutes incubation
time at 18 ◦C) showing the co-existence of both Pb and S.
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Having established a mechanistic similarity between biomineralization of PbS and

CdS QDs using S. maltophilia [35], we attempted to grow a thin CdS shell on the PbS

nanocrystal core by a sequential biomineralization process. Specifically, biomineral-

ized PbS cores grown for 30 minutes were concentrated by high speed centrifugation

and the supernatant was discarded. The PbS nanocrystals were then re-suspended

in a pH 7.5 solution of L-cysteine and cadmium acetate. The solution was then incu-

bated at 37 ◦C for 18 hours. The photoluminescence peak of the resultant PbS-CdS

colloidal material shows a progressive blue-shift during this period, which is in good

agreement with the expected shift in optical properties induced by the progressive

growth of a thin CdS shell on the PbS cores (Figure 3.9).[47, 70] No SMCD1 cells

were added in this process, instead CdS biomineralization is catalyzed solely by the

residual cystathionine γ-lyase enzyme associated with the PbS nanocrystals after cen-

trifugation. No CdS mineralization can occur in the absence of enzyme.[35] Hence,

the low concentration of cystathionine γ-lyase present in this sequential growth step

leads to slow CdS biomineralization ensuring that only a thin CdS shell is formed on

the PbS core at the expense of a relatively long growth period.

Figure 3.5 a) shows the photoluminescence spectra of both the original PbS

nanocrystals and the PbS-CdS core-shell nanocrystals after 18 hours of incubation in

the cadmium acetate solution and then phase transfer into an organic solvent. The

observed blue-shift in photoluminescence is characteristic of CdS shell growth on a

PbS core [47, 16, 71], implying that CdS biomineralization has occurred on the PbS

nanocrystals. The magnitude of the blue-shift is 100 nm, which is indicative of a

CdS shell that is 0.4 nm thick [71], and corresponds to only one or two CdS layers.

The corresponding absorbance spectrum for the same PbS-CdS particles is displayed
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alongside the photoluminescence spectrum in Figure 3.5 b). Again, the observed

blue-shift in both absorbance and photoluminescence peak positions relative to pure

PbS QDs are consistent with the growth of an ultra-thin CdS shell on the PbS core.

The measured quantum yield for the PbS-CdS core-shell nanocrystals was 9%. This

reduction in QY compared with the parent PbS cores is likely due to the use of DDT

capping agent which is well known to quench emission from CdS QDs.[72]
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Figure 3.5: a) Photoluminescence spectra of biomineralized PbS (red line) and
biomineralized PbS-CdS (blue line) core/shell nanocrystals. b) Absorbance (black
line) and photoluminescence (blue line) spectra of the PbS-CdS core-shell nanocrys-
tals. The above samples were phase transferred into chloroform for optical character-
ization.
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Figure 3.6 shows both HAADF-STEM imaging data and XEDS compositional

analysis from PbS-CdS morphology nanocrystals. No clearly defined crystalline CdS

shells were detected in the HAADF-STEM images (Figs 3.6 a, b), which is not entirely

unexpected since CdS is not isostructural with the PbS core. Instead, a disordered

surface layer about 0.5 nm thick was frequently observed covering the original 3.0-

4.0 nm PbS cores. The interior regions of the PbS-CdS particles maintain their

original crystalline nature and display lattice spacings and interplanar angles that

are fully consistent with the PbS rock salt structure (Figures 3.6 b) & c) and Table

3.2). To confirm that the change in optical properties is due to the formation of

a CdS shell, an XEDS spectrum was collected from a single isolated nanoparticle

(Figure 3.6 d)). This clearly demonstrates that Pb, Cd and S are all present in

individual particles. Attempts to perform XEDS line-scans on individual core-shell

particles were unsuccessful, even when utilizing a state-of-the-art JEOL ARM 200CF

aberration corrected STEM equipped with a Centurio XEDS silicon drift detector,

due to the small size of the particles and their electron beam sensitivity.
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Figure 3.6: a) HAADF-STEM image of several typical biomineralized PbS-CdS core-
shell nanoparticles; b) HAADF-STEM image and c) corresponding fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) from an individual core-shell morphology particle viewed along the [031]
PbS zone axis (detailed fringe fitting is presented in Table 3.2); d) XEDS spectrum
collected from a single PbS-CdS nanocrystal, confirming the co-existence of both Pb
and Cd cations in the nanocrystal.
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There are other possible explanations for the blue-shift noted in the optical prop-

erties for the PbS-CdS particles. For instance, a decrease in PbS core particle size by

∼0.8 nm would generate a blue-shift of ∼150 nm. However, the consistent size of the

PbS seed particles with and without the CdS overlayer as noted from the HAADF-

STEM images indicate that this is not the case. Another possibility is the formation

of a Pb1-xCdxS solid solution via interdiffusion of the two cations within a particle

during synthesis. The rapid and progressive blue-shift noted with increasing incu-

bation time (Figure 3.8) indicates that such interdiffusion would have to occur very

quickly at the growth temperature, which in our case is only 37 ◦C. We also note from

other reports that chemical synthesis of CdS shells on PbS nanoparticles which are

typically performed at significantly higher temperatures (i.e. 100 ◦C or higher) can

apparently generate PbS-CdS core-shell morphology particles without any significant

cation interdiffusion.[47, 48, 16, 73] Hence we conclude that the blue-shift modifica-

tion to optical properties noted in our case arises from the production of PbS-CdS

core-shell morphology particles rather than by size erosion of the PbS cores or by

Pb1-xCdxS alloy formation.

While thicker, typically >2 nm, shells can be directly imaged [71, 74] or detected

as slight peak shifts in powder XRD patterns [47], evidence for ultra-thin shells relies

on detecting shifts in optical properties analogous to those reported here [75, 18].

Thus we cannot with absolute certainty rule out the possibility that CdS shell growth

may, in part, occur via the well-known cation exchange reaction.[71, 76, 77, 78, 79]

Pietryga et al demonstrated that cation exchange between Pb and Cd in the organic

phase would result in a 50 nm blue-shift at room temperature, which is consistent

with our data.[18] This issue is complicated by the presence of the enzyme which we
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have previously shown to be capable of biomineralizing CdS. We have attempted to

remove residual enzyme by utilizing typical enzyme denaturing agents (Protease K,

SDS, and ethanol), however the addition of these agents leads to quenching of lumi-

nescence from the QDs. Evidence for aqueous phase active enzyme-driven CdS shell

biomineralization comes from the previously demonstrated CdS biomineralization ac-

tivity of this class of enzymes in solution and the presence of a small population of

pure CdS nanocrystals in the PbS-CdS core-shell solution, as noted in Figure 3.10.

The functionality of our biomineralized PbS and PbS-CdS core-shell quantum dots

has been demonstrated in a practical manner by incorporating these nanocrystals into

a simple quantum dot sensitized solar cell structure. The current density/voltage

(J/V) characteristics of the solar cells containing these two nanoparticle types are

compared in Figure 3.7. The pure PbS quantum dots yield an open circuit potential,

VOC, of 0.43 V, whereas the PbS-CdS core-shell quantum dots improve the VOC to

0.59 V. The VOC values are entirely consistent with previous reports for chemically

synthesized PbS-CdS core-shell quantum dot sensitized solar cells.[80, 70, 81] The

measured increase in VOC is thought to result from passivation of PbS surface defects

by growth of the CdS shell.[70] There could also be a slight change due to the blue-

shift in band-gap of the PbS-CdS core-shell particles.[80] Fill factors for the PbS

and PbS-CdS core-shell quantum dot solar cells’ J-V curves shown were 0.50 and

0.45 respectively. It should be noted that the structure of our solar cell devices has

not been optimized and the performance difference highlighted here merely serves

to (i) illustrate the difference between the biomineralized PbS and PbS-CdS core

shell nanocrystals and (ii) demonstrate the potential for using these biomineralized

quantum dots in real device applications.
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Figure 3.7: Current density as a function of cell potential of biomineralized PbS and
PbS-CdS core shell quantum dot nanocrystal sensitized solar cells under AM1.5 illu-
mination. The shaded region represents the reproducibility range achieved between
four cells of each type.
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3.3 Conclusions

We have demonstrated both a biomineralization route to PbS and PbS-CdS core

shell quantum confined nanocrystals and their application in quantum dot sensi-

tized solar cells. Biomineralization is facilitated by the extracellular production of

a cystathionine γ-lyase by an engineered strain of S. maltophilia with the resulting

nanocrystal size controlled through the growth time and temperature. Biomineralized

PbS nanocrystals form with the rock-salt structure and demonstrate optoelectronic

properties consistent with their size and prior reports of the band gap increase upon

PbS quantum confinement. A CdS shell can be biomineralized on the PbS core by

addition of cadmium acetate and L-cysteine to the PbS nanocrystals. The resulting

quantum dots are amenable to facile phase transfer to an organic phase and lead to

enhanced open circuit potential and current density in a quantum dot sensitized solar

cells.
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3.4 Supplementary Information

The following information is provided as supplementary information for the results

presented in Section 3.2.

Figure 3.8: Sequence of the cystathionine γ-lyase that was derived from elec-
trospray ionization mass spectrometry of a PbS QD solution synthesized using
the Stenotrophomonas maltophilia strain SMCD1 (NCBI accession number WP
012509966). The QD containing supernatant was dialyzed against distilled water
to reduce the free Pb salt and L-cysteine concentration, lyophilized and analyzed by
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry(ESI-MS).

Figure 3.9: Photoluminescence characteristics of PbS-CdS core-shell nanoparticles,
demonstrating a clear blue-shift as a function of the time that the PbS seed particles
are in contact in the solution containing the Cd-precursor.
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Figure 3.10: HAADF-STEM image of an intentionally grown PbS-CdS core-shell
nanocrystal (right) and a pure CdS nanocrystal resulting from a secondary nucleation
event (left).

Table 3.1: Lattice fitting of PbS nanocrystals shown in Figure 3.4 a) & c) and 3.4 b) &
d) to the rock salt PbS structure. <x,y> denotes the angle between two intersecting
planes x and y. Planes are identified in Figure 3.4 c).
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Table 3.2: Lattice fitting of PbS-CdS nanocrystals shown in Figure 3.6 b) and 3.6
c) to the rock salt PbS structure. <x,y> denotes the angle between two intersecting
planes x and y. Planes are identified in Figure 3.6 c).
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Chapter 4

Enzymatic Biomineralization of

Biocompatible CuInS2,

(CuInZn)S2 and CuInS2/ZnS

Core/shell Nanocrystals for

Bioimaging

4.1 Introduction

This work demonstrates a bioenabled fully aqueous phase and room temperature

route to the synthesis of CuInS2/ZnS core/shell quantum confined nanocrystals con-

jugated to IgG antibodies and used for fluorescent tagging of THP-1 leukemia cells.

This elegant, straightforward and green approach avoids the use of solvents, high
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temperatures and the necessity to phase transfer the nanocrystals prior to applica-

tion. Non-toxic CuInS2, (CuInZn)S2, and CuInS2/ZnS core/shell quantum confined

nanocrystals are synthesized via a biomineralization process based on a single re-

combinant cystathionine γ-lyase (CSE) enzyme. First, soluble In-S complexes are

formed from indium acetate and H2S generated by CSE, which are then stabilized by

L-cysteine in solution. The subsequent addition of copper, or both copper and zinc,

precursors then results in the immediate formation of CuInS2 or (CuInZn)S2 quantum

dots. Shell growth is realized through subsequent introduction of Zn acetate to the

preformed core nanocrystals. The size and optical properties of the nanocrystals are

tuned by adjusting the indium precursor concentration and initial incubation period.

CuInS2/ZnS core/shell particles are conjugated to IgG antibodies using EDC/NHS

cross-linkers and then applied in the bioimaging of THP-1 cells. Cytotoxicity tests

confirm that CuInS2/ZnS core/shell quantum dots do not cause cell death during

bioimaging. Thus, this biomineralization enabled approach provides a facile, low

temperature route for the fully aqueous synthesis of non-toxic CuInS2/ZnS quantum

dots, which are ideal for use in bioimaging applications.

4.2 Results

Incubation of CSE with a buffered solution of copper acetate leads to the appearance

of an optical absorption onset at ∼700 nm, which is in agreement with that expected

for the formation of Cu2-xS nanocrystals, Figure 4.1 a). This process is similar to the

biomineralization of CdS and PbS as previously reported by our group.[36, 82, 35, 83]

Mineralization occurs as H2S is generated by the enzymatic turnover of L-cysteine

by CSE. This H2S then reacts with the metal salt in solution to form the metal
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sulfide. This process is analogous to the chemical route to aqueous phase sulfide min-

eralization whereby reactive Na2S is added to induce mineralization of, for example,

Cu2-xS.[84] The formation of nanoparticles, as opposed to bulk materials, is due to

(i) the presence of the L-cysteine which can act as a capping agent [85, 86] and (ii)

the templating ability of the CSE enzyme itself [36]. Unfortunately, no corresponding

fluorescence peak could be observed due to a very low fluorescence intensity. This

is a common issue with Cu2-xS nanocrystals, and is typically attributed to oxida-

tion of as-synthesized stoichiometric Cu2S nanocrystals to form non-fluorescing non-

stoichiometric Cu2-xS. Hence, fluorescence data for these Cu2-xS materials is rarely

reported. To our knowledge, only two groups have reported such data for Cu2-xS

materials which were synthesized under strictly oxygen free conditions.[87, 88]

Similar incubation of CSE in a buffered solution of indium nitrate leads to the

appearance of an absorbance peak centered at 290 nm that grows in intensity with

increasing incubation time, Figure 4.1 b). A peak at the same position is observed

when indium and Na2S are combined in the presence of L-cysteine, Figure 4.10. When

L-cysteine is not present in solution, a cloudy solution forms with no strong peak at

290 nm. This suggests the formation of bulk indium sulfide and indium hydroxide

precipitates, which occur at neutral and basic pH.[89] The peak position at 290 nm

is in agreement with prior reports and is due to the formation of small (< 1 nm)

molecular indium sulfide clusters.[90, 91, 92, 93] No shift in the absorbance spectra

was observed, indicating that the clusters remain the same size over the incubation

period. The growth in intensity of this peak with synthesis time is indicative of an

increasing concentration of these clusters, formed as the enzyme turns over more of the
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L-cysteine to form H2S. In support of this concept, doubling the concentration of L-

cysteine and CSE was found to increase the rate of growth in peak intensity, see Figure

4.11, demonstrating an increased synthesis rate of the molecular clusters. Therefore,

while reaction with transition metals leads to the formation of solid precipitates [94],

reaction with indium leads to the formation of ultra-small soluble clusters.
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Figure 4.1: Absorbance spectra of a) Cu2-xS nanocrystals and b) In-S complex solu-
tions as a function of time when synthesized by incubation of CSE, L-cysteine and
copper acetate or indium nitrate, respectively.
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The addition of 2 mM copper acetate to solutions containing these biomineralized

In-S clusters leads to an immediate change in solution color to yellow, orange or

red, Figure 4.2 a). Both the solution color and absorbance spectra, Figure 4.2 b),

are consistent with the formation of CuInS2 nanocrystals, agreeing with previously

reported data for CuInS2 formed by chemical synthesis routes.[95, 96, 97, 98, 99] The

sequential method of synthesis is required in order to prevent the nucleation of a

secondary population of Cu2-xS nanoparticles, shown by the altered absorbance peak

shape and formation of a brown solution (Figure 4.12). The absorbance peak of the

CuInS2 quantum dot solutions was found to shift to longer wavelength positions with

increasing incubation time and increasing L-cysteine concentration in the original

indium containing solution. The shift in absorption peak wavelength is indicative of

larger particles forming with increasing In-S precursor concentration. The band gap

values for each solution shown in Figure 4.2 were calculated using a Tauc plot and

range from 2.35 to 1.93 eV, Table 4.1. These band gap values indicate the formation

of quantum confined nanocrystals with band gap values above 1.53 eV, which is the

reported bulk band gap of CuInS2.

The fluorescence from these samples is low (Figure 4.2 c), most likely suppressed

due to the presence of surface defects resulting from the low temperature, aqueous

synthesis.[100] For crystalline nanoparticles synthesized with 16 mM cysteine, pho-

toluminescence peaks were obscured by fluorescence from the enzyme. However, a

small shoulder could be identified at around ∼600 nm in Figure 4.2 c) for the case of

a 4 h indium incubation. Solutions synthesized with 32 mM cysteine exhibit photo-

luminescence peaks shifting from 615 nm to 650 nm after 2 or 4 h indium incubation,

respectively. After 6 h indium incubation, the photoluminescence peak no longer
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shifts but appears to decrease in intensity. This suggests the maximum number of In-

S complexes has been generated in solution after 4 h In incubation, so larger crystals

are no longer able to form.
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Figure 4.2: a) Photographs of solutions upon addition of 2 mM Cu acetate to solu-
tions of CSE, L-cysteine and indium nitrate previously incubated for the time-period
indicated and with the specified cysteine precursor concentrations. The correspond-
ing absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of this set of materials are shown in
b) and c) respectively. The * in c) denotes the Raman peak of water which is not
part of the quantum dot fluorescence.
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Some groups have also reported that changes in the relative Cu and In compo-

sitions (as well as size) can cause shifts in the optical spectra of CuInS2 quantum

dots.[101, 102, 103] Quantitative SEM-XEDS analysis was utilized to determine the

compositions of quantum dots for three different indium incubation times. For CuInS2

solutions made with 16 mM cysteine and 4 h In incubation time, the Cu/In ratio was

1.6±0.09. When 32 mM cysteine was used with In incubation times of 4 or 6 h,

the Cu/In ratios were found to be 0.7±0.04 and 0.6±0.04, respectively. As previ-

ously shown in Figures 4.1 b) and 4.11, a lower concentration of cysteine decreases

the number of In-S complexes; therefore, a higher Cu/In ratio is expected for the 16

mM cysteine sample. When more In-S complexes are present, (as in the latter two

samples) the CuInS2 nanocrystals appear to be Cu deficient. Typically, such Cu de-

ficient CuInS2 nanocrystals have blue-shifted optical properties. As our nanocrystal

solutions prepared with 32 mM cysteine continue to show a red-shift in absorbance

properties relative to the 16 mM sample, we believe the change in optical properties

noted is being dominated by competing quantum confinement effects arising from

particle size variations.[98, 104]

Figure 4.3 a) shows a HRTEM phase contrast image of a representative CuInS2

nanocrystal from the 32 mM cysteine, 4 h In incubation specimen shown in Figure

4.2 b). A corresponding lower magnification HRTEM image showing a larger sam-

pling of these nanocrystals is presented in Figure 4.13. The nanocrystal diameter is

approximately 2.5 nm, which suggests that the quantum dot solutions should have a

photoluminescence peak at ∼650 nm when compared to literature reports for chemi-

cally synthesized quantum confined CuInS2 nanocrystals with a Cu/In ratio of 0.7.[97]

As expected, the optical properties of our material are blue-shifted from chemically
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synthesized nanocrystals of 2.7 nm mean diameter and 1:1 Cu:In stoichiometry, which

are reported to have a photoluminescence peak at around 700 nm.[104] The corre-

sponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) derived from Figure 4.3 a) and shown in Figure

4.3 b) can be indexed to the [103̄] projection of the chalcopyrite structure of CuInS2,

Table 4.2. A representative X-ray energy dispersive spectrum (STEM-XEDS) from

an isolated particle, Figure 4.3 c), confirms the co-existence of indium, copper, and

sulfur within a single particle. The copper peaks have a slight overlap with Ni, which

is present from the TEM support grid. HRTEM phase contrast images of nanocrys-

tals formed from a solution of 4 mM indium, 16 mM L-cysteine, 0.1 mg/mL CSE

for 4 h initial indium show even smaller, ∼2 nm particles (Figure 4.14). Again, the

corresponding photoluminescence peak at ∼600 nm is consistent with those reported

for 2 nm chemically synthesized particles of similar composition.[100]
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Figure 4.3: a) HRTEM phase contrast image and b) the corresponding FFT of a single
2.5 nm CuInS2 nanocrystal. Fitting of the interplanar spacings and angles of the
planes in the FFT are reported in Table 4.2 and are consistent with the chalcopyrite
crystal structure viewed along [103̄]. c) Single particle STEM-XEDS analysis confirms
the co-existence of Cu, In, and S within the particle.
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Many groups have shown that the growth of a ZnS shell on CuInS2 quantum dots

significantly increases the quantum yield. We have previously reported biomineraliza-

tion of PbS/CdS core/shell particles through the sequential addition of precursors.[82]

Incubation of CSE in a buffered solution of zinc acetate and L-cystiene leads to the

formation of an absorption peak at 280 nm, Figure 4.15, in agreement with reports of

ZnS nanoparticle formation.[105, 106, 107] As such, we adapted our previously demon-

strated procedure to incubate CuInS2 core nanoparticles in a buffered zinc acetate

solution with L-cysteine and CSE. Figure 4.4 shows the absorbance and photolumi-

nescence spectra of the resulting material as a function of increasing incubation time

with zinc acetate. Although the absorbance spectrum remains essentially unchanged

except at the longest growth time, the photoluminescence properties improve dramat-

ically over time. The photoluminescence peak slightly blue shifts relative to that of the

core CuInS2 nanocrystals, indicating the growth of a ZnS shell. Although core/shell

quantum dots typically have photoluminecence spectra which are red-shifted from

the core nanocrystals, many groups report a blue shift with CuInS2/ZnS core/shell

quantum dots and attribute this to a slight etching of the CuInS2 core size during

shell growth.[66, 104] The quantum yield of the as synthesized CuInS2/ZnS quan-

tum dots was determined to be approximately 0.1% relative to the standard dye

Coumarin 153 in ethanol. While this quantum yield is low compared to previous

reports of CuInS2/ZnS prepared in the aqueous phase [100], these latter methods

required high temperature and/or pressure to form the nanocrystals. Poor photo-

luminescence quantum yields are commonly found for biomineralized quantum dots

made at low temperatures, and ongoing work is focused on further improving the over-

all quantum yield while retaining the application advantages of an aqueous synthesis
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procedure that operates under ambient conditions.

Figure 4.4: Absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of CuInS2/ZnS core/shell
nanocrystals grown with increasing incubation time at room temperature.

Figures 4.5 a, b) shows some representative HRTEM phase contrast images of the

biomineralized CuInS2/ZnS core/shell nanocrystals. A lower magnification image is

shown in Figure 4.16. The crystals are approximately 4 nm in diameter, which is

larger than the typical corresponding core nanocrystal shown in Figure 4.2 a). The

lattice spacings and interplanar angles derived from the corresponding FFTs for both

particles, Figure 4.5 c, d), can be assigned to the [010] projection of chalcopyrite

structure of CuInS2, Table 4.3. Based on the measured photoluminescence maxima

of 630 nm for this material, we would expect the CuInS2 core of these nanocrystals

to be approximately 2-2.5 nm.[104, 108] Assuming no intermixing of the core and

shell materials, the increased overall size of the observed quantum dots suggests the

growth of a ∼0.75 nm thick ZnS shell on a ∼2.5 nm diameter core. The lattice

parameter for sphalerite ZnS is 0.58 nm, suggesting the growth of ∼1.5 monolayers.

The growth of an epitaxial shell is consistent with previous reports of chemically
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synthesized CuInS2/ZnS core/shell particles [109, 66] and is expected for this system

because CuInS2 and ZnS (the sphalerite form) have a lattice mismatch which is less

than 2%.[21] Single particle STEM-XEDS analysis, Figure 4.5 e), confirms the co-

existence of copper, indium, sulfur and zinc within individual particles. It was not

possible using either HRTEM phase contrast or HAADF-STEM imaging modes to

see a direct contrast difference between the core and shell material in this system.
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Figure 4.5: a,b) HRTEM phase contrast images and c,d) the corresponding FFTs of
4 nm CuInS2/ZnS nanocrystals with cores grown with 32 mM cys, 4 h In incubation
time and Zn acetate in solution for 12 h viewed along the [010] projection. Lattice
fitting of the planes in the FFT are presented in Table 4.3. e) Representative STEM-
XEDS spectrum showing the co-existence of Cu, In, S, and Zn within a single particle.
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The average composition of the same CuInS2/ZnS core/shell particle preparation

shown in Figure 4.5 was analyzed using SEM-EDS. The Cu/In ratio was found to

be 1.46 ±0.18 (as compared the core material which had a Cu/In ratio of 0.74) and

the Zn/In ratio was 2.3±0.29. The increase in Cu/In ratio relative to the starting

core material suggests that the zinc is preferentially substituting for indium cations

in the crystal lattice, as no additional copper was added to the solution during ZnS

shell growth. This decrease of indium has also been reported by Chen et al., who also

utilized an aqueous synthesis method in open air. In a similar manner to our system,

they observed a reduction of indium content for CuInS2/ZnS core/shell nanocrystals

that have Cu/In ratios of less than 1 in the starting CuInS2 core quantum dots.[100]

Several groups have also reported that the mixed quaternary (CuInZn)S2 alloy

shows improved photoluminescence properties over CuInS2 nanocrystals.[110, 111, 17]

To determine whether biomineralization with CSE was capable of producing a qua-

ternary alloy, we simultaneously added zinc acetate and copper acetate to a solution

of 4 mM indium acetate, 32 mM L-cysteine, and 0.2 mg/mL CSE which had been

incubated for 4 hours. Figure 4.6 shows images, absorbance spectra, and photolumi-

nescence spectra of the resulting quaternary sols compared to that for sols of CuInS2

and sequentially prepared CuInS2/ZnS core/shell nanoparticles. The absorbance and

fluorescence peaks of the (CuInZn)S2 material are both significantly blue shifted

from those of the CuInS2 quantum dots formed from the same In-S complex solu-

tion, consistent with the expected optical properties for quaternary alloy quantum

dots.[17, 112] Additionally, the level of fluorescence is significantly improved com-

pared to the CuInS2 quantum dots, but was still not able to match the improved

peak intensity shown by the core/shell type particles which had zinc acetate added
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after the formation of the CuInS2 core. This indicates that adding zinc with cop-

per does in fact produce an intimately mixed quaternary alloy, whereas adding zinc

after the initial CuInS2 quantum dots are formed produces a more core/shell type

morphology.
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Figure 4.6: a) Images, b) absorbance spectra, and c) photoluminescence spectra
showing the difference between the original CuInS2 quantum dot sol and those ma-
terials synthesized with sequential addition versus simultaneous addition of Cu and
Zn precursors leading to the formation of a CuInS2/ZnS core/shell morphology or a
(CuInZn)S2 random alloy, respectively.
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Figure 4.7 a) shows an HRTEM phase contrast image of a representative (CuInZn)S2

nanocrystal from the sol whose optical properties are shown in Figure 4.6. The par-

ticles appear to be ∼5 nm in diameter and have a more irregular shape as compared

to the corresponding CuInS2 and CuInS2/ZnS core/shell particles. The photolumi-

nescence peak at 575 nm is blue-shifted in comparison to other reports for 4-5 nm

(CuInZn)S2 nanocrystals with a nominal 1:1:1 stoichiometry of Cu:In:Zn cations.

However, the cationic ratios measured using SEM-EDS was 1.84±0.13 for Cu/In and

2.07±0.14 for Cu/Zn. Similar to the core/shell nanocrystals, the Cu/In ratio is sig-

nificantly increased with the incorporation of Zn as compared to the CuInS2 core-only

material. Jiang et al. have reported a significant blue-shift in the optical properties

for (CuInZn)S2 nanocrystals having a small indium content relative to zinc.[110] The

low indium content in addition to high zinc content in the alloy sample may play a

dominant role in determining the optical properties as opposed to size quantization

in this case. Figure 4.7 b) shows the corresponding FFT for the particle imaged on

Figure 4.7 a) which matches well to the [021̄] projection of the chalcopyrite phase (see

lattice fringe fitting in Table 4.4). A STEM-XEDS spectrum acquired from a single

nanoparticle is shown in Figure 4.7 c) and confirms that copper, indium, zinc, and

sulfur all co-exist in a single particle. No separate nucleation of Cu2-xS, In2S3, or ZnS

nanocrystals was detected in our electron microscopy analyses.
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Figure 4.7: a) HRTEM phase contrast image and b) corresponding FFT of a rep-
resentative 5 nm (CuInZn)S2 nanocrystal viewed along the [021̄] projection. Lattice
fitting of planes indicated in the FFT are reported in Table 4.4. c) Representative
STEM-XEDS spectrum showing the co-existence of Cu, In, S, and Zn within the
single nanoparticle.
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This proposition of core/shell formation versus quaternary alloy formation is fur-

ther verified through photoluminescence lifetime measurements of core CuInS2, alloy

(CuInZn)S2, and core/shell CuInS2/ZnS nanocrystals, as shown in Figure 4.8. CuInS2

particles typically have two decay lifetimes; the first, a short lifetime (∼10-50 ns) and

second longer lifetime (∼100-500 ns), have been assigned to non-radiative and radia-

tive decay processes, respectively.[95, 113] Because our CuInS2 core-only nanocrystals

have poor photoluminescence characteristics, overall shorter lifetimes of 2.4 ns and

13.9 ns for these two processes were observed. The time constants increase slightly

to 2.8 ns and 31 ns, respectively, for the (CuInZn)S2 quaternary alloy nanocrystals.

Both time constants increase markedly to 9.4 ns and 74.5 ns respectively, upon incuba-

tion of CuInS2 in the zinc acetate containing solution to form CuInS2/ZnS core/shell

nanocrystals. In the case of the (CuInZn)S2 alloyed nanocrystals, the increase in the

decay emission is attributed to a slight passivation of donor defects within the crystal

lattice.[17] The substantial increase in the radiative decay lifetime for the CuInS2/ZnS

core/shell type quantum dots is a typical result of increased surface passivation upon

growth of a shell onto core nanocrystals.[113]
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Figure 4.8: Time resolved photoluminescence decay curves for the CuInS2 core
nanocrystals only, the (CuInZn)S2 quaternary alloy and the CuInS2/ZnS core/shell
nanocrystals.

To demonstrate that our biomineralized CuInS2/ZnS core/shell nanocrystals could

be effective for bio-labeling, the as-synthesized quantum dots were conjugated to IgG

antibodies using EDC/NHS cross-linkers, which then bind to the epidermal growth

factor receptor (EGFR) of the THP-1 leukemia cells. THP-1 is an established cell line

used for biomarker detection in cancer and contains the target receptor of interest,

namely EGFR.[114, 115] Figure 4.9 a) shows a confocal image of THP-1 cells incu-

bated with CuInS2/ZnS nanocrystals that had not yet been conjugated to anti-EGFR

antibody. The red signal indicates fluorescence from the CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots,

which is even across the sample, confirming no site-specific fluorescence inside the

cells. In contrast, Figure 4.9 b) shows a confocal image of THP-1 cells after 1 h of

incubation with CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots tagged with IgG. The cells were washed

twice prior to imaging in the confocal light-optical microscope to remove any unbound

quantum dots. The fluorescence from the CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot-IgG conjugates

is localized to patches on the cell surface; a similar pattern of EGFR clustering at
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the cell surface has been described before due to the dimer-dependent activation of

EGFR.[116, 117] The absence of site specific fluorescence in Figure 4.9 a) confirms

that the CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots were not taken into to cells using already present

endocytosis or phagocytosis pathways, which has been previously reported for small

nanocrystals.[118, 119] In order to monitor the toxicity of quantum dots, a Trypan

blue assay was utilized to determine the percentage of dead THP-1 cells after in-

cubation with the CuInS2/ZnS quantum dot solution. Over a period of 6 h, the

percentage of living cells remained at an average of 95.5% ± 2.6%, demonstrating

that the quantum dots have little or no adverse toxic effect on the target THP-1 cells.
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Figure 4.9: Light optical confocal microscope images of THP-1 cells a) incubated
in solution with CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots with no IgG antibody tagging, and b)
tagged with CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots, bioconjugated to an IgG antibody. The red
coloration corresponds to quantum dot fluorescence, and is only site specific when
the IgG antibody on the THP-1 leukemia cells are conjugated to the CuInS2/ZnS
nanocrystals.
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4.3 Discussion

The biomineralization of CuInS2 or (CuInZn)S2 nanocrystals requires a slightly more

complex approach than the straightforward direct biomineralization from buffered

solutions of metal salt, L-cysteine and CSE demonstrated for Cu2-xS and ZnS herein,

and for PbS and CdS in our previous work.[82, 35] These latter materials will directly

form a metal sulfide solid upon reaction with the reactive sulfur, likely H2S, formed by

the enzymatic turnover of L-cysteine by the putative cystathionine γ-lyase class CSE

enzyme.[36] In contrast, reaction with indium nitrate forms a relatively stable species

with a characteristic absorption peak at 290 nm, which has previously been identified

as a molecular cluster of indium and sulfur [93], rather than bulk or nanocrystalline

In2S3. A similar result is obtained upon addition of Na2S to a mixture of indium ni-

trate with L-cysteine, whereas a bulk precipitate of In2S3 likely combined with indium

hydroxide is formed in the absence of L-cysteine. Thus, it appears that L-cysteine

acts to stabilize these clusters. Formation of CuInS2 or (CuInZn)S2 nanocrystals

can be initiated by reaction of copper acetate, or copper acetate and zinc acetate,

in solutions containing these biologically generated clusters containing indium and

sulfur.

The biomineralized CuInS2 and (CuInZn)S2 nanocrystals produced are within the

quantum confined size range and exhibit crystal structures, lattice parameters and

optical absorbance maxima positions that are equivalent to their chemically synthe-

sized counterpart materials. Single particle XEDS analysis confirms the co-existence

of the constituent elements within individual particles. As further verification, a

chemical aqueous synthesis of CuInS2 prepared via the addition of reactive Na2S to

a solution of copper acetate, indium chloride and L-cysteine templating agent[100],
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forms nanocrystals with optical properties analogous to our purely biomineralized

materials. In the chemical synthesis case, Na2S acts as the reactive sulfur source

in place of the enzymatic generation of H2S by CSE. Thus, our biomineralization

approach is capable of producing biocompatible quantum dots in the aqueous phase

under ambient conditions. Unfortunately, the photoluminescence characteristics of

these as-generated nanoparticles are quite low, indicative of poor surface passivation

in the aqueous phase due to the low synthesis temperature employed.

Photoluminescence from CuInS2 and (CuInZn)S2 nanocrystals is thought to occur

from intrinsic defects in the crystal structure, although the exact decay pathway is

still a matter of debate.[95] This leads to relatively wide peak widths, as indicated by

large full-width-half-maxima (FWHM) of ∼300 meV, even with size selective precip-

itation, and a large Stokes shift of ∼450 meV.[113, 98, 120] Our aqueous phase, room

temperature biosynthesized nanocrystals display similar FWHM values of 300, 590

and 430 meV, and a Stokes shift of 400, 300 and 650 meV, for the CuInS2, (CuInZn)S2

and CuInS2/ZnS, particle variants respectively. Our Stokes shift values are slightly

larger than those reported for analogous chemically prepared materials (c.f. ∼400

meV for CuInS2/ZnS quantum dots chemically synthesized in the aqueous phase at

95 ◦C).[100] The (CuInZn)S2 quaternary alloy nanocrystals have a significantly higher

FWHM, which is to be expected based on their highly irregular shapes.[110]

The low photoluminescence intensity of the as-synthesized CuInS2 nanocrystals is

most likely due to the presence of surface trap states that lead to non-radiative re-

combination pathways [21], and cause the short lifetimes reported in Figure 4.6. The

improvement in both photoluminescence intensity and lifetimes for the (CuInZn)S2

alloy nanocrystals relative to CuInS2 is most likely due to passivation of defects
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within the crystal lattice. Further improvement in photoluminescence and lifetimes

is achieved through passivation of surface defects through the growth of a ZnS shell

on the CuInS2 nanocrystals. While from electron microscopy studies we cannot com-

pletely exclude the possibility of some limited zinc diffusion into the CuInS2 particles

rather than solely forming a ZnS overlayer, shell growth is indicated by the substan-

tial improvement in photoluminescence intensity and lifetime when compared to the

corresponding fully alloyed (CuInZn)S2 particles.

CuInS2 and (CuInZn)S2 nanocrystals are typically formed at high temperature in

an organic phase and must be phase transferred and stabilized in the aqueous phase

prior to application as a fluorescent marker in biological systems.[21, 109] While

this chemical approach leads to high quality materials in terms of quantum yield,

it is an energy intensive and more complex synthesis route which is intrinsically

far away from the generally desirable ethos of green production of materials. In

contrast, the direct biomineralization approach demonstrated in this paper results in

the fabrication of stable quantum confined nanocrystals directly in the aqueous phase

at room temperature.

Bioimaging applications generally require stable, aqueous phase nanocrystals that

can be functionalized with a biological marker, such as an antibody. While CuInS2 and

(CuInZn)S2 nanocrystals are typically chemically synthesized in the organic phase,

they then need to be transferred into water using ligand exchange, or more commonly,

encapsulation in a polymer shell, such as PEG.[66] Notably, any phase transfer proce-

dure typically reduces the quantum yield [109, 66], while ligand exchange also reduces

the stability of the quantum dots.[9] Polymer encapsulation also inevitably results in
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nanocrystals which are much larger than their initial nominal size.[121] Our biominer-

alized quantum dots have the advantage of being synthesized in biologically relevant

aqueous buffers, and have high stability while still retaining an ultra-small size. They

do not require any additional processing steps after synthesis and can be conjugated to

antibodies directly from the synthesis solution without adversely affecting cell-surface

binding properties.

The primary drawback of the biomineralization approach is the relatively low

photoluminescence intensity displayed by our nanocrystals even after ZnS capping,

when compared to those fabricated at high temperature in the organic phase via

traditional chemical routes.[66, 17] This is most likely due to the combination of

the aqueous solvent and low temperature synthesis conditions employed. As noted,

the quantum yield of chemically synthesized materials is reduced significantly upon

phase transfer to the aqueous phase due to relatively poor capping by the aque-

ous stabilizing ligands.[109, 66] While some groups have reported quantum yields of

up to 38% for aqueous synthesized CuInS2/ZnS core/shell nanocrystals, these alter-

native chemical synthesis routes utilize elevated temperatures and/or pressure.[100]

Growth at lower temperatures likely leads to a greater intrinsic defect population in

the particles. However, this must be placed in context with the relative infancy of

this enzymatic biomineralization approach to functional nanomaterial synthesis when

compared to the more traditional routes. We anticipate that further developments of

these embryonic biomineralized synthesis protocols will occur over time and lead to

higher quality materials, just as they have over the past two decades for the chemical

synthesis protocols.
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4.4 Conclusions

This work has unambiguously demonstrated the direct biomineralization of CuInS2,

(CuInZn)S2, and CuInS2/ZnS core/shell quantum dots in the aqueous phase using

a single enzyme, namely CSE. The CuInS2 and (CuInZn)S2 alloy nanocrystals are

formed using a two-step nucleation process; the first step creates soluble In-S com-

plexes stabilized by L-cysteine, while the second step immediately forms CuInS2 or

(CuInZn)S2 nanoparticles following the addition of the corresponding non-indium pre-

cursor(s). The CSE can also be utilized for subsequent ZnS shell growth on CuInS2,

and is achieved by adding zinc acetate to the preformed CuInS2 quantum dots, re-

sulting in a dramatic improvement in their photoluminescence performance. The

resultant CuInS2/ZnS particles can be successfully conjugated to an IgG antibody

using EDC/NHS cross-linkers and then utilized for the specific tagging of EGFR

receptors on THP-1 leukemia cells and used for their subsequent visualization in

confocal fluorescence optical microscopy experiments.

4.5 Supplemental Information

The following information is provided as supplementary information for the results

presented in Section 4.2.
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Figure 4.10: Absorbance spectrum with a peak at 290 nm of a buffered solution of 4
mM indium, 8 mM Na2S with 8 mM cysteine and without L-cysteine.

Figure 4.11: Absorbance spectrum of a buffered solution of 4 mM indium, 0.2 mg/mL
CSE and 32 mM L-cysteine, showing faster growth of the peak at 290 nm relative to
that in Figure 4.1(b).
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Figure 4.12: Absorbance spectra from a buffered solution of 0.2 mg/mL CSE and
32 mM L-cysteine with copper and indium incubated together compared to solutions
incubated with only copper or pre-incubated with indium for 2 h before adding copper.

Table 4.1: Calculated band gap values for the various sols presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.13: HRTEM image showing several CuInS2 nanocrystals, with a mean size of
2.5 nm, from the 32 mM cysteine, 4 h In incubation sample whose optical properties
are shown in Figure 4.2 b).

Table 4.2: Lattice fringe fitting of the CuInS2 nanocrystal shown in Figure 4.3 a) to
the chalcopyrite CuInS2 structure.
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Figure 4.14: a) HRTEM phase contrast image of a 2 nm CuInS2 nanocrystal and b)
corresponding XEDS from single particle.
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Figure 4.15: Absorbance spectrum a buffered solution of 1 mM Zn acetate, 8 mM cys-
teine, and 0.05 mg/mL CSE, showing an absorbance peak at 280 nm, demonstrating
the formation of ZnS quantum dots.

Figure 4.16: HRTEM phase contrast image showing several 4 nm CuInS2/ZnS core-
shell nanocrystals corresponding to core CuInS2 formed from the pre-incubation of
32 mM cysteine with 4 mM In and 0.2 mg/mL CSE for 4 hr, and then incubated with
Zn acetate for 12 hours.
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Table 4.3: Lattice fitting of CuInS2/ZnS nanocrystals shown in Figure 4.5 a) & c) to
the chalcopyrite CuInS2 structure.

Table 4.4: Lattice fitting of (CuInZn)S2 nanocrystals shown in Figure 4.7 a) to the
expected chalcopyrite structure.
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Chapter 5

Green Synthesis of Reduced

Graphene Oxide and CdS

Quantum Dots by the Single

Enzyme CSE for Photocatalytic

Hydrogen Generation

5.1 Introduction

The search for affordable and sustainable energy production is driven by an expo-

nential increase in global energy demand and the high environmental cost of burning

fossil fuels. One of the most promising alternative energy technologies is photocataly-

sis, which uses the sun to generate chemical fuels, such as hydrogen, from water. The
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first material studied for use as a photocatalyst was TiO2, which could effectively

split water due to its large band gap of 3.2 eV, which provides more energy than

the theoretical requirement of 1.23 eV [122]; however, TiO2 is only able to absorb

light in the UV range, which makes up approximately 4% of the suns light spectrum.

Many researchers are now focused on utilizing metal sulfides, noble metals, and lay-

ered structures to develop photocatalysts that can absorb in the visible range of light

while satisfying the standard potential needed for electrolysis of water.[123]

Due to its many desirable electronic and optical properties, graphene has recently

gained interest for use in photocatalysis. Several groups have demonstrated the con-

jugation of CdS QDs to reduced graphene oxide (rGO) for hydrogen production from

water.[124] CdS is a desirable material for use in photocatalysts due to its suitable

band-gap of 2.4 eV and more negative conduction band potential compared to TiO2,

necessary for splitting of water.[125] Typically, these graphene-QD photocatalysts

employ Pt nanoparticles as co-catalysts and sacrificial reagents to avoid photocorro-

sion of the metal sulfide nanocrystals. While these photocatalysts have been proven

to have improved efficiencies in water splitting by visible light, the cost and environ-

mental impacts of synthesis continue to limit their use commercially.

In this chapter, we utilize this single-enzyme synthesis approach for both CdS QD

biomineralization and reduction of GO, which are then assembled into CdS QD-rGO

photocatalysts. GO, the starting material for rGO, can be synthesized scalably and

inexpensively by chemical exfoliation from graphite to produce single layer soluble

sheets.[37] However, GO is an insulator; thus, partial reduction is required to recover

the electronic properties while retaining solubility.[126] The most common methods

for partial reduction use chemical reducing agents such as hydrazine and sodium
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borohydride. While highly effective, these chemicals are extremely toxic or dangerous

to use, limiting the ease of commercial production of GO.

Recently, several groups have begun exploring alternative, green methods for the

partial reduction of GO; examples include amino acids [127, 128], phytoextracts [129],

and metal reducing organisms [130, 131, 132]. The amino acid L-cysteine has been

shown to reduced GO through the decomposition of L-cysteine to H2S; however, high

temperatures and pressures were required for L-cysteine breakdown.[133] There has

been one example of room temperature reduction using L-cysteine, but long incuba-

tion periods of over 72 hours were needed for complete reduction.[128] Dissimilatory

metal reducing bacteria, such as the Sewanella species, have been demonstrated to

reduce GO using pre-existing extracellular electron transfer pathways.[131] However,

scale-up of these processes is not economically viable as the cells need to be grown

and maintained, as well as separated from the product following synthesis.[134] For

a cleaner process, proteins such as bovine serum albumin (BSA) have been shown to

reduce GO; however, elevated temperatures (55-90 ◦C) are still required.[135]

Herein, we report the first example of rGO biosynthesis using a single enzyme to

rapidly generate low concentrations of H2S, allowing effective reduction of GO while

remaining non-toxic and easy to purify. We also demonstrate, to the best of our

knowledge, the first utilization of enzymatically reduced rGO with biomineralized

CdS QDs as a photocatalyst, capable of hydrogen generation using visible light.

5.2 Results

Incubation of graphene oxide (GO) in a buffered solution of poly-l-lysine (PLL), L-

cysteine and CSE results in a solution color change from brown to black in as little
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as 2 hours. Figure 5.1 shows the absorbance spectra of 0.2 g/L GO, synthesized from

graphite using the modified Hummers method, and GO incubated for 4 hours with

either 10 mM L-cysteine and 0.8 mg/mL PLL, or 10 mM L-cysteine, 0.8 mg/mL

PLL and 0.05 mg/mL of CSE in Tris buffer.[37] PLL was added as a linker molecule

for future functionalization of the graphene with QDs.[1] The spectrum of GO shows

the expected absorbance peak and shoulder at 230 and 300 nm, resulting from the

π → π∗ transition of the aromatic C-C bonds and n → π∗ transition of the C=O

bonds, respectively.[136] With the addition of L-cysteine and PLL, a small peak

shift from 230 nm to 255 nm is observed and the shoulder at 300 nm disappears,

indicating the slight reduction of GO.[137] This is consistent with previous reports

of GO reduction by cysteine at room temperature; however, the time required for

complete reduction was 72 hours, and the concentration of cysteine was increased

8-fold.[128] The absorbance peak at 230 shifts to 270 nm with the inclusion of CSE,

demonstrating improved reduction in the presence of both enzyme and L-cysteine.

The reduction does not occur with CSE unless L-cysteine is also present in solution

(Figure 5.6). This indicates that the enhancement in reduction occurs from the

presence of H2S, produced by CSEs enzymatic conversion of L-cysteine to H2S. This

is a known function of this class of enzymes [138], and was previously demonstrated

for this specific enzyme by our group through the biomineralization of metal sulfide

QDs.[36] H2S has been shown to be an effective reducing agent, but is not commonly

used due to its toxicity.[139]

To further confirm the improved reduction of GO by CSE, FTIR spectra were

recorded for each sample, shown in Figure 5.2 a). Characteristic peaks of GO are
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Figure 5.1: Absorbance spectra of: GO synthesized using the modified Hummers
method; GO incubated with PLL and L-cysteine for 4 hours; and GO incubated with
PLL, L-cysteine, and CSE for 4 hours.

located at 3450 cm-1 (O-H stretching), 1733 cm-1 (C=O stretching), 1180 cm-1 (C-

O), and 1058 cm-1 (C-O stretching).[140] Following reduction by L-cysteine or both

L-cysteine and CSE, these peaks are eliminated, indicating a loss of oxygen groups on

the surface of the graphene sheets. Raman spectra were also recorded to evaluate the

degree of reduction by comparing the intensity of the D/G peaks, shown in Figure

5.2 b). The intensity increased from 0.87 for GO, to 0.98 for rGO by L-cysteine

alone, and to 1.07 for rGO by L-cysteine and CSE. These results are comparable to

rGOPLL reduced by NaBH4, a traditional chemical reducing agent, as shown in the

supplemental information, Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.2: a) FTIR and b) Raman of GO and rGO by either L-cysteine or L-cysteine
and CSE after 4 hours of reduction.

Following synthesis of rGO by CSE, biomineralized CdS QDs were conjugated

to the surface via PLL crosslinkers. The CdS QDs were synthesized separately by

CSE, as shown previously. [36] Typical absorbance data of the biomineralized CdS

quantum dots is shown in Figure 5.8. In order to confirm the attachment of CdS QDs,

samples were subjected to centrifugation to separate the conjugated rGO-QDs from

any unattached QDs in the supernatant. Figure 5.3 shows the absorbance spectra of

a mixed CdS QD and rGO solution prior to centrifugation, the supernatant following

centrifugation, and the precipitated rGO resuspended in fresh Tris buffer. Before

centrifugation, there is an absorbance peak around 400 nm from the CdS quantum

dots with a high overall background from the rGO. Following centrifugation, the QD

absorbance peak and rGO background is retained in the resuspended pellet, while

the spectra from the supernatant no longer has any absorbance features. Control

experiments confirm that unattached QDs cannot be separated by centrifugation due

to their small size; therefore, the presence of QDs in the resuspended pellet must

occur from those attached to rGO.
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Figure 5.3: Absorbance spectra of the CdS-rGO mixture prior to centrifugation, and
then both spectra for the resuspended pellet and separated supernatant following
centrifugation.

Further confirmation of CdS QD attachment to rGO was achieved using STEM-

HAADF imaging. Figure 5.4 shows a low magnification image of a rGO sheet deco-

rated with CdS nanocrystals dispersed on a holey carbon film. In this case, the rGO

sheet was reduced using sodium borohydride. The inset shows a high magnification

image of an individual CdS nanocrystal located on rGO, with an approximate size of

5 nm. No QDs were found on the TEM grid, indicating the QDs were bound to rGO

prior to TEM sample preparation.
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Figure 5.4: HRTEM of graphene sheet showing CdS QD attachment. Inset shows the
high resolution image of a single CdS nanocrystal.

Photocatalytic activity of the rGO-CdS QD conjugates were evaluated using vis-

ible light irradiation in a photoreactor without the presence of a co-catalyst or sacri-

ficial reagent. Figure 5.5 shows a representative plot of H2 generation vs irradiation

time for rGO-QD, CdS QDs only, and rGO only. The H2 generation rate is pseudo

first order, consistent with expected performance of a stable photocatalyst.[141] For

the sample with CdS QDs only, a decrease in H2 generation is observed after 4 hours.

This is indicative of agglomeration of the QDs, which typically occurs when CdS

QDs are used as the sole component.[142] In our experiments, rGO was not capable

of generating hydrogen without the addition of CdS QDs. While there are some re-

ports of photoactivity with rGO alone, the degree of reduction has been shown to be

important to modifying the bandgap such that light can be harvested effectively.[124]
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Figure 5.5: H2 concentration vs time data for rGO-CdS, CdS, and rGO only.

5.3 Discussion

The proposed mechanism of improved GO reduction using CSE is by the presence of

H2S in solution that has been enzymatically produced from L-cysteine. This theory is

indirectly confirmed by the lack of reduction when GO is incubated with CSE alone,

and the known ability of H2S production by the class of enzymes cystathionine γ-

lyase.[138] While L-cysteine is capable of reducing GO on its own, the presence of H2S

as an extremely strong reducing agent enhances the process yielding a more complete

reduction in a similar amount of time. The rGO retains solubility while regaining sp2

hybridization of the C-C bonds, as indicated by the absorbance peak shift from 230

nm to 270 nm. This result is comparable to the absorbance peak shift when GO is

reduced using NaBH4 at 70 ◦C for 2 hours (Figure 5.7).

The restoration of these graphene domains is further confirmed by the change

in intensity ratio between the D peak and G peak at ∼1340 cm-1 and ∼1580 cm-1,

respectively. The D band, or disorder induced band, appears after oxidation and is
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inversely scaled to the amount of graphitic domains.[143] The D band intensity can be

quantitatively compared to the G band, and used to determine the number of graphitic

domains; an increase in D/G intensity indicates a larger number graphitic domains.

FTIR analysis demonstrates the presence and removal of oxygen on GO and rGO,

respectively. Peaks corresponding to C-O (1180, 1058 cm-1) and C=O (1733 cm-1) are

likely found on the surface and edges of GO sheets. As GO is reduced, these peaks

disappear, indicating the loss of most of the oxygen groups on the surface.[140] The

large peak at 3450 cm-1 indicates the presence of OH. It is possible these OH groups

are attached to carbon on the surface, however we cannot rule out the possibility

that they result from water intercalated on the dried GO.[144] This peak is decreased

for the reduced GO samples, indicating that some of the water or OH bonding on

the surface is lost. An additional peak at 1620 cm-1, found in both FTIR spectra,

indicates C-C bonding within the graphene sheets.[140]

The binding of PLL onto the surface of rGO will also cause some additional peaks

in the FTIR spectrum. Specifically, the peaks at 3271 cm-1 (N-H vibration), 1624 and

1533 cm-1 (Fermi resonance from N-H deformation), 1314 cm-1 (C-N aromatic ring

binding) are all found in the FTIR spectra recorded for rGO reduce by both CSE and

NaBH4.[145] Incubation of GO with PLL prior to reduction allows adequate time for

functionalization of the rGO surface with PLL. The absorbance spectra of GO mixed

with PLL was measured following incubation to confirm reduction had not occurred

prior to the introduction of CSE and L-cysteine. GO can be reduced by CSE and

L-cysteine without the presence of PLL, as cysteine can act as both a reducing agent

and as functional group on the surface of GO. However, following incubation with

CSE and L-cysteine, the rGO had precipitated and was not able to be resuspended
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even with sonication.

The conjugation of QDs to rGO using PLL has been demonstrated previously

and applied for various applications such as fluorescent probes and cancer therapy

agents.[1, 146] PLL is similar to serine proteins and capable of binding to rGO.[147]

In comparison to a protein, PLL is a much shorter peptide, improving the transfer

of electrons into rGO.[146] The successful conjugation of CdS QDs to rGO in our

experiments was confirmed by washing the CdS-rGO composites with DI water and

checking for the presence of adhered QDs. As the CdS QDs were able to withstand

centrifugation and resuspension using both vortexing and sonication, they are most

likely bound to the surface by PLL as opposed to physisorption. Following conjugation

to rGO, the CdS QD peak did not shift with time, indicating that the CdS QDs had

retained their size and did not aggregate. TEM analysis further demonstrates the

dispersion of CdS nanocrystals on the rGO sheets following washing. The absence of

CdS QDs on areas of the carbon grid that do not contain rGO confirms that they are

attached and not drying onto rGO during TEM sample preparation.

The photocatalytic activity of CdS QDs suspended in solution alone is low com-

pared to previously reported values. Additionally, the rate does decrease at long

photoreaction times due to aggregation of CdS QDs in solution. Once the CdS QDs

agglomerate, less surfaces are available for the photoreaction to occur. Also, aggrega-

tion increases the number of trap-states, increasing the probability of recombination

of the exciton pair as opposed to being used for the water splitting reaction.[125] Once

the CdS QDs are bound to rGO, this decrease is not observed at long times. This

further confirms the strong binding of QDs to rGO by PLL. As expected, increasing

rGO improves the hydrogen generation rate. This may be due to increased graphene
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surface area, and improved dispersion of CdS QDs on graphene.[125]

Typically, sacrificial reagents, such as sodium sulfide electrolytes or alcohols, are

utilized during photocatalysis to prevent photocorrosion of the CdS nanocrystals.

These reagents act as electron donors and recombine with the photogenerated holes

to prevent the formation of oxygen close to the catalyst’s surface. However, sacrificial

reagents artificially increase the H2 production as a result of the electron accepting

pathway that prevents oxidation.[148] Our rates are lower than expected due to the

absence of a sacrificial reagent; however, the H2 produced is truly from water splitting

alone and not a result of another pathway.

One final additional component is the use of a co-catalyst. Typically, Pt nanopar-

ticles are used because they have been shown to have high catalytic activity for water

splitting. However, using a precious metal such as Pt increases the cost of the pho-

tocatalyst, introducing higher cost to an otherwise low-cost product.[149] However,

the use of a co-catalyst may be necessary to produce a photocatalyst with efficien-

cies high enough for commercial use. Another possible low-cost co-catalyst is NiS or

Nih.[150] Future work will aim to optimize a co-catalyst with our current low-cost

photocatalytic system to improve efficiency.

5.4 Conclusions

The paper demonstrates the first use of a single enzyme for the synthesis of both

CdS nanocrystals and reduced graphene oxide, which were then combined to form

an active photocatalyst for H2 generation. In both cases, synthesis occurs due to

the presence of H2S enzymatically generated from L-cysteine by CSE. Reduction of

GO occurs in as little as 4 hours due to the strong reducing power of H2S. CdS
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nanocrystals are formed through the reaction of Cd acetate and H2S in solution and

stabilized by excess L-cysteine in solution. The as synthesized CdS quantum dots are

conjugated to rGO through PLL crosslinkers using a simple incubation method. The

CdS-rGO conjugates show improved H2 generation over biomineralized CdS quan-

tum dots alone due to the presence of rGO, most likely improving light absorption,

nanocrystal stability, and the active surface area for photocatalytic reactions. The

efficiency of the CdS-rGO photocatalysts could be improved in the future by incor-

poration of a co-catalyst, such as Nih.

5.5 Supplementary Information

The following information is provided as supplementary information for the results

presented in Section 5.2.

Figure 5.6: GO-PLL incubated with only CSE over 4 hours showing no reduction. A
small peak shift may be due to functionalization by PLL and background absorbance
from the added CSE solution.
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Figure 5.7: Absorbance, FTIR, Raman comparing GO and rGO reduced by NaBH4

following the procedure by Shan et al.[1]

Figure 5.8: Absorbance photoluminescence of typical CdS QDs biomineralized by
CSE and utilized for assembly of the rGO-CdS conjugate photocatalysts.
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Chapter 6

Elucidating the Growth

Mechanism of Quantum Dot

Biomineralization by Single

Enzyme Cystathionine γ-Lyase

6.1 Introduction

The ability of the single enzyme Cystathionine-γ lyase (CSE) to synthesize sev-

eral types of metal sulfides and metal selenide nanoparticles has been demonstrated

in Chapters 3-5 and in previous work performed by other members of our group.

[36, 151, 152] Our previous work proposed that CdS is formed by the reaction of Cd

acetate in solution with H2S, generated from the enzymatic turnover of L-cysteine by

CSE. Bulk precipitation of CdS is prevented by the presence of cysteine in solution,
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which acts a capping agent.[36] We were able to demonstrate the capping ability of

L-cysteine in the formation of one size of CdS nanocrystals by mixing Cd acetate

and reactive sulfur precursor NaHS in the presence of L-cysteine. Despite our under-

standing of CdS synthesis and stabilization in solution, we were not able to explain

the mechanism for size control observed during enzymatic synthesis. This chapter

aims to study nanocrystal synthesis by CSE in the context of the classical theory for

nanocrystal growth to better understand the parameters effecting the growth behavior

of enzymatically synthesized quantum dots.

A closer examination of nanocrystal formation and growth requires an under-

standing of the classical theory for formation of a colloidal particle in solution. The

most widely followed model for nanocrystal synthesis, proposed by LaMer et al., theo-

rizes that colloidal particle formation occurs in three stages; monomer accumulation,

nucleation, and growth.[153] In most traditional nanocrystal syntheses, monomers

are added rapidly to produce an instantaneous oversaturation of monomers, which

causes a fast nucleation event followed by slower growth. The kinetics of nucleation

are complex, but have been modeled by applying the Gibbs-Thompson equation,

which describes how a particle’s solubility increases as its size decreases.[154]

Sd = S∞ exp
4σVM
dRT

(6.1)

Particle solubility is a function of: S∞, bulk solubility of the crystal; σ, the surface

energy; VM, the molar volume of the crystal; R, the gas constant; and T, absolute

temperature. Nucleation will occur at the point where the chemical potential of a

crystal with a certain diameter is equal to the chemical potential of a concentration of

monomers at the solubility of the crystal. When nucleation occurs, this corresponds
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to a change in the free energy of the system, which can then be used to calculate

a critical particle size, above which it is thermodynamically favorable for crystal

formation and below which it is unfavorable, i.e., the crystal will dissolve. The full

calculation has been performed elsewhere,[154, 155] and results in the critical radius

(rcrit) as described in equation 6.2.

rcrit =
8σVM

3RT ln (ω)
(6.2)

In the above equation, ω is the supersaturation, defined as the concentration of

monomers over the solubility of a bulk crystal, [M ]
S∞

. The size of rcrit has a direct effect

on the growth rate of nanocrystals in solution. For diffusion controlled growth, the

growth rate for a population of nanocrystals in solution is given by equation 6.3.

d(∆r)

dt
=

2ωVMDS∞
r̄2RT

(
1

r̄
− 1

rcrit

)
(6.3)

In this equation, r̄ is the average crystal size, and D is the diffusion constant.

There is also a growth equation for reaction limited growth, however, the monomers

in our solutions are relatively dilute overall and therefore the diffusion limited case

is more appropriate. Based on this equation, when the average particle size is larger

than the critical radius, i.e. r
rcrit
≥ 1 the size distribution will narrow, or focus. Once

the critical size is larger, r
rcrit

< 1, the size distribution will broaden. Physically,

these two cases correspond to two different conditions in solution. In the focusing

regime, the monomer concentration is still high enough to diffuse towards the already

formed nanocrystals, resulting in overall growth. In this case, the small particles will

grow quickly and the larger particles will grow slowly, leading to a narrowing of the
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size distribution. Once the concentration of monomers in solution drops, the critical

radius increases and particles smaller than this critical radius will dissolve, supplying

monomers to the larger particles to continue growth. This effect, known as Ostwald

ripening, leads to a broadening of the size distribution as the smaller particles begin

to dissolve and only the larger particles continue to grow.

The traditionally used hot-injection method of quantum dot synthesis utilizes a

rapid injection of Cd and S precursors in the presence of a capping ligand to create one

burst of nucleation followed by controlled crystal growth. The crystal growth typically

occurs by Ostwald ripening in the defocusing regime due to rapid consumption of

monomers in the nucleation step, leading to a drop in the supersaturation term and

an increase in the critical radius. In contrast, our synthesis has continuous CdS

monomer addition through the slow enzymatic production of H2S which reacts with

Cd. Therefore, the supersaturation term remains high, the critical radius remains

small, and size focusing is expected.

There have been a few similar reports of aqueous CdS synthesis that utilize slow

sulfur introduction by decomposing sulfur precursors such as thiourea or MPA at high

temperatures (100-200 ◦C) and pressures.[156] While the slow introduction of sulfur

is similar to our synthesis method, the use of heat will alter the growth kinetics and

mineralization of the resultant nanocrystals as compared to our room temperature

synthesis. Several groups have demonstrated the mineralization of CdS nanocrys-

tals at room temperature through the addition of Cd and a reactive sulfur source,

such as Na2S in the presence of capping agents such as TGA, MPA, or short chain

peptides.[156, 33, 34] However, size control is only obtainable by altering the capping
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agent; otherwise, a broad size distribution is obtained, resulting in a reduction quan-

tum dot quality unless post-processing steps, such as size exclusion chromatography,

are used.

This chapter demonstrates how the slow generation of H2S by CSE, and thus

retention of supersaturation of monomers in solution. This allows the production of

uniform size distributions of quantum dots at room temperature by changing dwell

time. By employing the reactive precursor sodium hydrosulfide (NaHS), we are able to

remove CSE from the synthesis and control the concentration and timing of monomer

formation in solution. This allows us to study the growth of nanoparticles with and

without constant replenishment of monomers. We also examine the effect of precursor

concentration and solution pH on the enzymatic synthesis and discuss these results

in terms of the classical nucleation and growth theory presented above.

6.2 Results

Incubation of Cd acetate, L-cysteine, and CSE in Tris buffer at pH 7.5 produces solu-

tions with absorbance and photoluminescence spectra consistent with the formation

of CdS quantum dots with sizes between 2-4 nm, Figure 6.1. The proposed mecha-

nism of synthesis by CSE is the enzymatic turnover of L-cysteine to H2S, a known

function of this class of enzymes. H2S then reacts with any present metal in solution,

such as Cd. L-cysteine must be present in elevated levels as it also acts as a capping

agent.

In order to study the difference in growth kinetics during our enzymatic synthesis,

we employed a chemical synthesis approach to mimic enzymatic growth. By utilizing

the precursor sodium sulfide, NaHS, we are able to control the concentration of HS-
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Figure 6.1: Typical absorbance spectra for CdS quantum dots synthesized using the
single enzyme CSE.

in solution relative to cadmium acetate and L-cysteine. We are also able to control

the timing of NaHS addition; i.e. added at one time, or added slowly over time during

synthesis. The temperature was kept at room temperature or 37 ◦C, and the other

precursor concentrations and buffers were the same as used for enzymatic synthesis.

We first studied CdS nanocrystal synthesis when NaHS was rapidly added at one

time at the beginning of our synthesis. The amount of NaHS added was determined

by estimating the amount of H2S typically evolved by CSE over a synthesis time of 2

hours using the AzMC assay, which gives a quantitative value for the concentration

of H2S in solution (Figure 6.6). Figure 6.2 shows the absorbance spectra of the CdS

quantum dots formed in solution as a function of total NaHS added for two cases;

immediately following NaHS addition (Figure 6.2 a) and after 2 hours of solution

incubation at 37 ◦C (Figure 6.2 b).

At very low concentrations, NaHS≤100 µM, the initial absorbance spectra had a
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single peak at 300 nm. The solution synthesized with 200 µM NaHS has a peak around

300 nm, but also a broad tail. For the solution at 300 µM, the initial absorbance

peak was 330 nm. These absorbance peaks are extremely blue-shifted from the bulk

absorbance peak of CdS, indicating very small particle size. Following incubation,

the solution with a starting concentration of 100 µM had a final CdS cluster size of

330 nm. At other time points during incubation, no clusters with sizes between these

two peaks were noted (Figure 6.7). This indicates that at these low concentrations,

CdS nanocrystals may be growing by coalescence.[157] The solution with a starting

concentration of 200 µM also has a main peak at 330 nm, but a smaller shoulder

at 350 nm also appeared. Again, no other peaks were noticed between these two

points, indicating growth by coalescence. For solutions with NaHS > 300 µM, a more

continuous shift in absorbance peak (350-360 nm) is observed. At these sizes, it is

likely the nanocrystals are growing by classical Ostwald ripening in the size focusing

regime. This indicates that the critical radius remains smaller than the average

crystallite size under these growth conditions.
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Figure 6.2: The absorbance spectra for solutions of CdS clusters formed by rapid
addition of NaHS a) immediately after mixing and b) following 2 hours of incubation
at 37 ◦C.

To demonstrate the effect of constant introduction of H2S to solution, we altered

our chemical synthesis procedure and added the NaHS in 2 µM increments over 2

hours to a final concentration of 500 µM, as opposed to adding it rapidly at once.

Figure 6.3 shows the absorbance spectra recorded at 20 µM NaHS increments. In

contrast to Figure 6.2, the absorbance peak shifts continuously, indicating that growth

is occurring by the addition of monomers. Additionally, the absorbance intensity

increases over time, indicating an increase in overall particle concentration during

growth.
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Figure 6.3: Absorbance spectra recorded after the stepwise addition of 20 µM NaHS
for a solution of 1 mM Cd and 8 mM cysteine in 0.1 Tris buffer, pH 7.5.

The effect of supersaturation on critical radius and nanocrystal growth can also be

observed during CdS mineralization by CSE. Figure 6.4 demonstrates the difference

in absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of CdS nanocrystals synthesized for 2

hours with various cadmium acetate and L-cysteine concentrations using 0.05 mg/mL

CSE. As demonstrated in both sets of data, using an elevated cadmium concentration

results in the formation of a higher concentration of smaller CdS nanocrystals, indi-

cated by a blue-shift in absorbance peak and increase in absorbance intensity relative

to the typical growth conditions. Increasing the amount of L-cysteine in solution has

no effect on the change observed with increased Cd concentration. This same phe-

nomenon was also demonstrated by Priyam et al., who saw the formation of smaller

CdS nanocrystals with tighter size distributions at high cadmium concentrations in-

dependent of L-cysteine concentration under similar synthesis conditions.[157]
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Figure 6.4: Absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of CdS nanocrystal solutions
synthesized at pH 7.5 with 0.025 mg/mL CSE for 2 hours for a) varied and b) the
same Cd:L-cysteine ratios.

Figure 6.5 shows the absorbance and photoluminescence spectra as a function of

time for CdS nanocrystals synthesized enzymatically in Tris buffer pH 9. At pH 7.5,

the CdS nanocrystals typically have an absorbance peak range of 330-390 nm (Figure

6.1). At pH 9, the CdS nanoparticle peak range is reduced to between 370-390 nm.

However, the CdS nanocrystals formed at pH 9 are stable for at least 2 weeks at 4 ◦C,

whereas those produced at pH 7.5 are only stable for 1-3 days. This indicates that

stronger binding of L-cysteine to the particles alters growth, but improves capping of

the particles and thus stability following growth.
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Figure 6.5: Absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of a solution of CdS quantum
dots synthesized from 1 mM Cd, 8 mM L-cysteine, 0.04 mg/mL CSE in pH 9 Tris
buffer.
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6.3 Discussion

The absorbance spectra corresponding to CdS nanocrystals grown by CSE (Figure

6.1) are best approximated by the results of chemical synthesis shown in Figure 6.3.

The constant addition of NaHS to solution yields the formation of CdS nanocrystals

with an average size that shifts continuously. We believe this continuous shift is a

result of a sustained concentration of monomers, provided by the enzymatic turnover

of L-cysteine to H2S. This allows growth to proceed by monomer addition at all times

during synthesis. In relation to the theory presented in equation 6.2 and 6.3, a high

monomer concentration will result in a high supersaturation term. This yields a

small critical radius for nanocrystals in solution, driving the growth behavior to be

size focusing.

The results in Figure 6.2 also show size focusing behavior during growth for

nanocrystals synthesized with NaHS concentrations greater than or equal to 300 µM.

These particles have starting sizes corresponding to an absorbance peak of 330-340

nm, and show continuous peak shifting over 2 hours of ripening at 37 ◦C. However,

particle growth for nanocrystals with starting NaHS concentration 200 µM or less do

not demonstrate this same continuous peak shift. Instead, the starting absorbance

peak of 300 nm shifts to a peak at 330 nm. Vossmeyer et al. observed the same

absorbance peaks at 300 and 330 nm for CdS nanocrystal synthesis under analogous

synthesis conditions and proposed these peaks corresponded to small CdS clusters

with an approximate size of 0.7 nm and 0.9 nm respectively.[158] They also only

observed growth to distinct peak values of 330 nm and 350 nm, as opposed to a

continuous shift of absorbance peak. They proposed that this indicates growth by

coalescence. This result confirms our theory of coalescence for this type of chemical
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synthesis; however, this is not the type of growth observed during our enzymatic

synthesis.

Another difference between direct NaHS addition (Figure 6.2) and titration (Fig-

ure 6.3) are higher absorbance intensities for CdS quantum dots made using titration

for the same NaHS concentration. This indicates that CdS clusters continue to be

nucleated in addition to growth of preexisting clusters. The total volume of CdS in

solution for the absorbance spectra at each NaHS concentration for Figure 6.2 and

Figure 6.3 can be calculated by determining the concentration of nanocrystals from

the absorbance intensity and multiplying it by the average nanocrystal volume. The

concentrations were calculated based on the size dependent relation reported by Yu

et al.[159] All the calculated volumes are presented in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. As an

example, the volume for the CdS nanocrystals grown by direct addition of 500 µM

NaHS is approximately 5.57 ×10−3 nm3 , while the titrated sample has a total volume

of 8.23 ×10−3 nm3. This increase in volume for the titrated sample was noticed for all

absorbance spectra, reported in Table 6.1. This indicates that while most monomers

are used for crystal growth, the nucleation of small clusters will still occur and then

grow quickly in solution. Another interesting observation for the calculated crystal

volume in Table 6.1 is the retention of volume before and after ripening for the direct

addition chemical synthesis. This indicates that a majority of particles or clusters

are nucleated at the initial time measurement, and then reform into larger particles

by coalescence or Ostwald ripening following incubation. While the concentration of

particles may decrease, the overall size increases, resulting in a preservation of overall

CdS crystal volume.

The results presented in both Figure 6.2 and 6.3 demonstrate the effect of total
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CdS concentration on the equilibrium nanocrystal size in solution. As the relative

amount of NaHS to Cd was increased, the average nanocrystal size increased, as

evidenced by a red-shift of the absorbance peak in solution. In the case of NaHS

titration, the addition of monomers is slow and consistent. As the monomers are

introduced, they are consumed quickly, balancing the supersaturation condition and

leading to continuous growth. However, for direct addition of NaHS, a burst of

monomers is introduced in solution and then consumed to create particles. Xie et al.

have shown that the rapid change in monomer concentration during synthesis makes

the application of classical nucleation theory inappropriate in this case.[154] It is more

likely that the nucleation occurs in a reaction controlled regime, where the interactions

between L-cysteine, Cd monomers, and small Cd-S clusters are competing.

So far we have assumed supersaturation occurs when monomers are introduced in

solution and nanocrystal formation results. However, quantifying the degree of super-

saturation, ω, allows for a better understanding of the effect of monomer concentration

on the critical radius. ω can be calculated by dividing the monomer concentration

by S∞, or bulk crystal solubility. S∞ can be calculated in terms of the anion species

[HS-] to allow a simple calculation of supersaturation given the generation of HS- in

solution. The solubility of the bulk crystal would traditionally be calculated using

Ksp for CdS. However, the presence of ligands in solution will affect the solubility and

must also be considered, yielding a new solubility constant, Kobs. This was calculated

following the procedure of Xie et al., shown in supplemental information. Based on

the calculation for our system, S∞ = 0.047 µM in terms of HS- for a Cd concentration

of 1 mM. In water, H2S will dissociate into HS- and H+. This dissociation is favorable

at pH > 7, and any H2S in solution will completely dissociate; thus [H2S] = [HS-].[160]
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Based on this result, any concentration of H2S in solution which is greater than 0.047

uM will result in nucleation. This is well below our estimated the concentration of

H2S generated by CSE, 4 µM/min.

Another key value of interest is the critical radius corresponding to a specific degree

of supersaturation. Several groups have demonstrated that the term 2σVM
3RT

is typically

≤ 1 for diffusion controlled conditions.[156, 154] The low bulk solubility will result in

a high supersaturation term, which tends to dominate the rcrit calculation.[161, 157]

Using S∞ calculated previously, we can estimate that for our system in the presence

of 1 mM cadmium acetate at pH 7.5, rcrit will range from 0.58 nm for the case of 100

µM NaHS to 0.30 nm for 500 µM NaHS. These results indicate the reintroduction of

monomers, even at low levels such as 100 µM NaHS, result in a critical radius much

smaller than the average particle size, allowing growth to occur in the size focusing

regime.

Following the study of chemical synthesis, we found that altering supersaturation

during CdS nanocrystal synthesis by CSE also resulted in a change to the nanocrystal

growth. This was achieved by increasing the amount of cadmium in solution as

the amount of sulfur generated enzymatically cannot be well controlled. Figure 6.4

demonstrates that increasing the cadmium concentration by either two or found times

results in the growth of a large number of particles at a much smaller size over the

same amount of time. In context of equations 6.2 and 6.3, the supersaturation of

monomers would also be 2 or 4 times as large for the same HS- concentration. Given

a NaHS concentration of 100 µM, this corresponds to a critical radius of 0.41 and

0.32 for 2 mM Cd and 4 mM Cd, respectively. These smaller critical radius values

will drive the average radius to tend towards smaller values over time, resulting in
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the nucelation of smaller particles.

As L-cysteine plays two roles in synthesis, we thought that increasing L-cysteine

would change both the rate of synthesis and the chelation of cadmium during synthesis

and capping of the particles. We found that increasing L-cysteine did not have a

large impact on growth when the overall cadmium concentration was kept the same;

mainly, the rate of nanocrystal synthesis was slightly accelerated due to higher L-

cysteine availability for turnover by CSE. Based on our results, CSE appears to be

the limiting factor in the turnover of H2S as this increase is not dramatic. We also

found that the ratio of L-cysteine to cadmium did not have a large effect on growth.

However, at a ratio of Cd:cysteine less that 1:2, CdS precipitation is noticed. This

suggests that a minimum amount of L-cysteine is required to stabilize both cadmium

and cadmium sulfide in solution.

The effect of L-cysteine chelation does play a role in synthesis when the overall pH

of the solution is altered. Figure 6.5 demonstrates that CdS nanocrystals synthesized

at pH 9 grow to a much larger initial size and also have a more restricted size window

of growth. This change most likely has to do with the interaction between cadmium

and L-cysteine. L-cysteine is an amino acid with three side groups, each with its

own pKa value; amine, carboxylic acid, and thiol, with pKa values of 8.7, 7.5, and

5.4 respectively. When the pH is above each pKa value, the side group will become

deprotonated and more likely to bind cadmium. Therefore, depending on the pH,

L-cysteine will have a different chelating structure with the respective metal.[162]

This change in chelating strength as a function of pH affects the final size of the CdS

nanocrystals by changing the surface energy term in equations 6.2 and 6.3. Given

the complexity of calculating surface energy, we are not able to quantify this change.
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However, the effect is clearly seen in the absorbance spectra for the CdS quantum

dots formed in Figure 6.5. An additional term that may be affected in equation 6.2

is the bulk solubility, which is dependent on the Ka of all possible Cd-cys complexes

in solution. However, this change would not be as significant as the change in surface

energy of the crystals.

L-cysteine plays a major role in allowing growth of the CdS nanocrystals by bind-

ing strongly enough to prevent aggregation, but weakly enough to allow growth of

the nanoparticles. This moderate binding strength is advantageous for our synthesis

because it allows us to achieve size control of the CdS nanocrystals. However, it is

unfavorable over long times due to the lack of stability of L-cysteine in solution. Over

time, L-cysteine will form the dimer L-cystine, which is insoluble in solution. As the

overall L-cysteine concentration drops, the CdS nanocrystals will begin to precipitate

out of solution. The effect is noticed more rapidly at pH 7.5 than at pH 9 as binding

is not as strong at a lower pH. Therefore, L-cysteine is good choice for nanocrystal

growth, but does not allow long term stability. Alternative thiol capping agents, such

as mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), have been shown to have better long term stability

for aqueous Cd chalcogenide quantum dots. However, its use in our aqueous synthesis

has been shown to slow down growth dramatically, and over 24 hours are required

to form any nanocrystals in solution at 37 ◦C. Additionally, it is difficult to achieve

larger sized particles due to the strength of capping.
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6.4 Conclusions

This chapter has discussed the mechanism for CdS nanocrystal nucelation and growth

by the single enzyme CSE. Nucleation occurs when H2S is produced by the enzymatic

turnover of L-cysteine in solution. Bulk precipitation is prevented in solution by the

presence of L-cysteine. The typical evolution of enzymatically produced nanocrystal

populations is best modeled using a stepwise addition of NaHS to a cadmium precur-

sor solution in the presence of L-cysteine. The conditions used in our synthesis result

in a high supersaturation of monomer in solution which is sustained during growth,

producing a critical radius on the order of 0.3-0.6 nm. When the critical radius is

smaller than the average nanocrystal size, size focusing behavior is observed. The de-

gree of supersaturation can also be increased during enzymatic synthesis by increasing

the total amount of cadmium in solution. This results in the formation of a higher

concentration of smaller particles over the same amount of growth time. Finally, the

effect on nanocrystal synthesis by altering the capping agent is examined by raising

the pH and thus increasing overall binding strength of L-cysteine to cadmium. This

results in the formation of larger, more stable particles that have a slower rate of

growth.

6.5 Supplemental Information

The following information is provided as supplementary information for the results

presented in Section 6.2.
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Figure 6.6: H2S concentration in solution as a function of incubation time from a
solution of 0.015 mg/mL CSE and 2.5 mM L-cysteine in activity buffer (pH 8).[2]

Figure 6.7: Absorbance spectra as a function of time for a solution of 1 mM Cd, 100
µM NaHS, and 8 mM cysteine in 0.1 M Tris buffer at pH 7.5 following rapid addition
of NaHS and ripening at 37◦C. The initial 5 minutes at room temperature are shown
to demonstrate the changes at room temperature are very slow.
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Table 6.1: The calculated total volumes for the nanocrystals shown in Figure 6.2,
both before and after ripening at 37 ◦C.

Table 6.2: The calculated total volumes for the nanocrystals shown in Figure 6.3.
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The Kobs value used in the calculation of S∞ was obtained by deriving the observed

solubility constant as demonstrated by Xie et al.

CdSbulk + 2.45Hcys↔ 0.45CdH(cys)2 + 0.1Cd(cys)2 + 0.45CdH(cys)3 + HS−+ 0.55H+

(6.4)

Hcys represents a protinated L-cysteine. Each of the possible Cd-cysteine chela-

tion species are shown in the above equation: CdH(cys)2,Cd(cys)2, and CdH(cys)3.

These species and their relative ratios have been acquired from the supplemental in-

formation acquired by Jalilehvand et al.[162] Given equation 6.4, Kobs can be defined.

Kobs =
[CdH(cys)2]

0.45 [Cd(cys)2]
0.1 [CdH(cys)3]

0.45 [HS−
] [

H+
]0.55

[Hcys]2.45
(6.5)

Equation 6.5 can be rearranged in terms of the solubility constants for each species

to yield a final relation for Kobs

Kobs =
β0.45
CdH(cys)2

β0.1
Cd(cys)2

β0.45
CdH(cys)3

(Kcys
a )2.45KCdS bulk

sp

KHS−

d

(6.6)

Bulk solubility, S∞, can then be calculated using this new Kobs in terms of HS-.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The work presented in this dissertation demonstrates the ability of cystathionine

γ-lyase (CSE) to biomineralize several types of metal sulfide nanocrystals. These

nanocrystals are synthesized in the aqueous phase at room temperature under ambi-

ent conditions. The proposed mechanism for metal sulfide synthesis is the reaction

between Cd acetate and H2S, which is generated enzymatically by CSE. The biomin-

eralized nanocrystals are well suited for biological applications, but are capable of

being phase transferred to the organic phase is necessary for energy applications.

Chapter 3 presented the detailed synthesis of PbS and PbS/CdS quantum dots us-

ing the bacteria S. maltophilia. This work demonstrates that although S. maltophilia

was evolved to have a high cadmium resistance, the same biomineralization pathway

was capable of producing PbS quantum dots. The proposed biomineralization path-

way was from the extracelluar production of CSE as a response to the high levels

of lead acetate in solution. PbS nanocrystal growth continues despite removing S.

maltophilia, demonstrating enzymatic mineraliztion. The remaining CSE in solution

can also be utilized to grow a CdS shell by introduction of Cd acetate following PbS
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nanocrystal synthesis. Both PbS and PbS/CdS nanocrystals are phase transferred

to the organic phase and utilized as absorbing layers in quantum dot sensitized solar

cells.

Chapter 4 demonstrated the single enzyme synthesis of ternary alloy CuInS2,

(CuInZn)S2, and CuInS2/ZnS core/shell nanocrystals. In this case, CSE was over-

expressed using recombinant E. coli and then purified before nanocrystal synthesis.

A two step nanocrystal procedure was implemented; first In was incubated in the

presence of cysteine and CSE to produce small cysteine stabilized InS2- clusters.

Next, either Cu or Cu and Zn simultaneously were added to solution to produce

CuInS2 or (CuInZn)S2 respectively. A shell was biomineralized by the addition of Zn

and cysteine to a solution of presynthesized CuInS2 nanocrystals. These non-toxic

nanocrystals were then conjugated to the IgG antibody and used for fluorescent cell

tagging of Thp-1 leukemia cells.

An additional use for CSE besides biomineralization was demonstrated in chapter

5 for the reducing of graphene oxide. The enzymatically generated H2S is capable of

reducing GO to prepare soluble rGO sheets which can then be utilized for CdS-rGO

conjugates. While the enzymatically reduced graphene oxide was not yet shown to

produce hydrogen in a CdS-rGO system, biomineralized CdS on chemically reduced

rGO showed improved H2 generation compared to biomineralized CdS alone.

The exact mechanism of nanocrystal synthesis by CSE was studied in Chapter 6.

By employing classical theoretical modeling of nanocrystal nucleation and growth, an

understanding of the size focusing behavior during CdS quantum dot synthesis can

be understood. The constant introduction of H2S in solution retains a concentration

of monomers in solution that drives the critical nucleus required for particle stability
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to be small. This small critical nucleus also drives the growth behavior to be size

focusing, leading to a narrowing of size distributions as opposed to a broadening

typically observed during other traditional nanocrystal syntheses. This theory was

demonstrated using both a chemical synthesis method to mimic enzymatic synthesis,

and by altering typical parameters used during synthesis by CSE.

While the synthesis of many types of quantum dots has been shown, low quantum

yields and lack of stability still place limitations on the commercial use of biominer-

alized semiconductor nanocrystals. Given a better understanding of the nucleation

and growth mechanism demonstrated in Chapter 6, alterations to the synthesis pro-

cedure may help improve the biomineralized nanocrystals for other systems (PbS,

CdSe, CuInS2). For example, altering the synthesis temperature, overall precursor

concentrations, or capping ligands could lead to improvements in particle quality and

stability.
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